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What was the philanthropic response to Hurricane Sandy? 

It is a simple question—too simple really. Philanthropy is 
not a monolithic sector, but rather an immensely diverse 
set of private entities with different approaches to any given 
social challenge. That’s one of the wonderful things about 
philanthropy and the reason our nation’s tax laws support 
the creation of foundations: private givers often have 
approaches very different from government and can direct 
their resources in ways that government will not and cannot. 

As this report documents, the philanthropic sector’s 
contributions to Hurricane Sandy recovery were impressive and 
historically quite large, but still only a fraction of the hundreds 
of billions of dollars allocated by government. Given the 
disparity in dollars, do philanthropy’s contributions matter?

These pages make the case that how philanthropic 
dollars were allocated absolutely matters. Two years later, 
as communities across the New York-New Jersey region 

hardest hit by Hurricane Sandy still struggle to recover, 
philanthropic dollars have been essential in helping fund 
programs for community advocacy to ensure government 
acts properly, to fill the holes in the social service delivery 
system, to help community members provide input into 
the redevelopment planning process and countless other 
efforts that government often can’t or won’t do.

At its core, this report documents how philanthropy 
responded, but we also hope it points funders continuing 
to respond to this disaster and those responding to future 
emergencies to the nonprofit organizations who have been at 
the center of the relief, recovery and rebuilding. It is intended 
to help teach for the future, as the New York chapter lays out 
lessons learned and “best practices” in addition to the basic 
statistics, charts and graphs on how philanthropic dollars 
were allocated. The New Jersey chapter also breaks down 
the statistics, charts and graphs, but also speaks to the 
work that remains with so many residents and communities 

continuing to face untenable conditions as they approach 
the two-year anniversary. In both cases, the best practices 
offered and the issues that remain are germane to both 
New York and New Jersey, and to a discussion of the larger 
philanthropic response to the disaster.

As the presidents of the regional associations of 
grantmakers at the center of this storm, we can also report 
that Hurricane Sandy presented a leadership moment for 
our members, our organizations and our field. We greatly 
value the enormous support—in the form of outreach, 
learning and connections—we received from our vibrant 
Forum of Regional Associations of Grantmakers network 
and its 5,000+ members, which helped funders nationwide 
support the recovery. We have been honored to work with 
our members, partners, and the entire nonprofit community. 
We present this report with the hope of inspiring discussion 
about how philanthropy can be most effective in its response 
to future disasters, here in our region and around the world.
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Who ProvIded fundIng?
Corporations accounted for the largest share of cash commitments in the philanthropic 
response to Hurricane Sandy ($136.4 million), with the vast majority of their support provided 
via corporate giving programs. Public foundations—which raise funds from the public and make 
grants—nearly matched this amount ($131.1 million), led by the New York City-based Robin 
Hood Foundation. Other sources of institutional donor support included independent and family 
foundations, community foundations, and associations and other institutional donors.

hoW Much dId they gIve?
In the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, 593 foundations, corporations, and other institutional 
donors from across the United States and several other countries committed $328.4 million in 
cash giving for relief, recovery, and rebuilding efforts. When corporate in-kind gifts are included, 
the total institutional donor response to Hurricane Sandy climbed to over $380 million.

Where Were they located?
Organizations based in New York State—primarily New York City—and New Jersey together 
received close to half of grant dollars and more than 70 percent of the number of gifts. 
Nonetheless, the District of Columbia, home to the national headquarters of the American Red 
Cross, accounted for just over one-fifth of funding. Overall, donor support targeted recipients in 
35 states, often funding agencies doing work to support relief and recovery efforts in the most 
affected regions. Less than 1 percent of commitments focused on disaster response efforts in 
other countries, and most of this funding went to U.S.-based international organizations.

hoW Much fundIng suPPorted 
rebuIldIng efforts?
An examination of the $328.4 million provided by institutional donors in response to Hurricane 
Sandy showed that 38 percent of this giving included at least some support for rebuilding 
efforts. Undoubtedly, this figure would be higher if more detailed information were available on 
undesignated contributions and those that specified multiple recipients.

What Was the focus of fundIng?
Human services captured the largest share of institutional donor support (44 percent), propelled 
by giving for immediate relief. Housing followed with 11 percent of dollars committed, reflecting 
the more than 650,000 homes destroyed in New York and New Jersey alone. Other top funding 
priorities included economic and community development (8 percent) and health (5 percent).

Key fIndIngs
Philanthropy & Hurricane Sandy: A Report on the Foundation & Corporate Response provides the most comprehensive 
record available of the critical resources that foundations, corporations, and other institutional donors provided in response 
to this disaster. The report was produced by Foundation Center with the cooperation and support of the Council of New 
Jersey Grantmakers, Philanthropy New York, and the Center for Disaster Philanthropy.

Who Were the leadIng recIPIents?
Foundations, corporations, and other institutional donors responding to Hurricane Sandy 
directed the single largest share of their giving to the national American Red Cross and its local 
affiliates (23 percent). Among corporate donors, this share rose to over half of dollars (51 percent), 
compared to just 3 percent for foundation and other donors. These findings suggest that 
corporate donors place a higher priority on providing immediate relief services relative to other 
types of institutional donors.
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The support of institutional donors would be critical. Despite 
advanced forecasting that enabled millions within the storm’s 
path to prepare, close to 300 lives were lost, with half of them 
in the United States. Damage totaled an estimated $68 billion—
the second-costliest hurricane in U.S. history after Hurricane 
Katrina. While the entire East Coast experienced some part of 
the storm, along with the Caribbean and parts of Canada, the 
most severe destruction was concentrated in New York and New 
Jersey. Along with the loss of lives and the impact on businesses 
and public infrastructure, over 300,000 housing units were 
destroyed in New York and close to 350,000 in New Jersey.1 

In the aftermath of this devastating storm, the federal 
government has provided just over $60 billion in emergency 
assistance, and insurance companies paid out close to  
$19 billion to help homeowners and businesses recover.2  
Yet these funds may not reach the soup kitchen whose inventory 
was destroyed, the arts organization that lost income due to 
cancelled performances, or the renters who had no insurance 
and found themselves homeless. They also will not compensate 
many of the organizations that are first to respond in the 
immediate aftermath of a disaster, providing food, shelter,  
and essential services.

1  See the Center for Disaster Philanthropy at disasterphilanthropy.org.

2  Figure includes $50.5 billion in congressionally approved emergency relief and recovery aid and $9.7 billion from the federal flood insurance program. Estimate from the 
Center for Disaster Philanthropy, Internet accessed in August 2014 from disasterphilanthropy.org/disasters/hurricane-sandy.

3  See Foundation Center, Giving in the Aftermath of the Gulf Coast Hurricanes: Update on the Foundation and Corporate Response, 2007, p. 23. The Charities Bureau of the 
New York State Attorney General identified $575 million in private contributions in response to Hurricane Sandy for just 89 organizations as of July 2013.

By the time Hurricane Sandy began to form in 
late October 2012, institutional philanthropies—
foundations, corporations, associations, and 
others—had well established their willingness to 
respond in the aftermath of disasters. While few 
include disaster response within their typical giving 
priorities, foundations, corporations, and other 
institutional donors had provided cash giving totaling 
more than $1.1 billion following the September 11, 
2001 terrorist attacks and over $900 million in the 
aftermath of the 2005 Gulf Coast hurricanes. Many 
of the corporate donors had also provided in-kind 
support worth hundreds of millions of dollars.
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Private philanthropy, including giving by individual and 
institutional donors, therefore serves a critical role in supporting 
the relief, recovery, and rebuilding of communities following 
a disaster. While no comprehensive estimate exists of private 
philanthropy’s response to Hurricane Sandy, following the Gulf 

Coast hurricanes, individual and institutional donors gave an 
estimated $6.5 billion.3 Overall private contributions in response 
to Hurricane Sandy likely total at least $1 billion.

While the overall level of private philanthropic support in 
response to Hurricane Sandy is unknown, Foundation Center 

hurrIcane sandy:

The reSpoNSe of 
fouNdATioN ANd 
CorporATe doNorS

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Corporate Funding for Recent Disasters

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. 

1 See Foundation Center, Giving in the Aftermath of the Gulf Coast Hurricanes: Update on the Foundation and Corporate Response, 2007.

2 See Foundation Center, Giving in the Aftermath of 9/11: Final Update on the Foundation and Corporate Response, 2005.

Hurricane Sandy

Gulf Coast Hurricanes1

9/112

$328.4 M

$906.3 M

$1,101.8 M
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has to date been able to track close to $330 million in cash 
giving from foundations, corporations, and other institutional 
donors. This support ranges from substantial contributions 
to the Red Cross and other first responders to longer-term 
investments in providing permanent housing and helping to 
make communities whole again.

Philanthropy & Hurricane Sandy: A Report on the Foundation 
& Corporate Response provides the most comprehensive 
record available of the critical resources that institutional 
donors provided in response to this disaster. Produced with 

the cooperation and support of the Council of New Jersey 
Grantmakers, Philanthropy New York, and the Center for Disaster 
Philanthropy, this report documents the focus and recipients 
of hurricane response giving by foundations, corporations, and 
other institutional donors both overall and with special focuses 
on the New Jersey and New York City-Long Island regions. Beyond 
documenting the who, what, and how much of this support, 
Philanthropy & Hurricane Sandy will ideally serve to stimulate 
discussion within the philanthropic sector about how best to 
respond to the inevitable next disasters in ever more strategic 
and coordinated ways.
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Methodology
Foundation Center relied on multiple sources 
of data to compile a record of the institutional 
donor response to Hurricane Sandy, including 
direct grant reporting by foundations and 
corporations, public announcements, IRS 
Forms 990-PF, websites, and annual reports. 
To support this data collection, the Council 
of New Jersey Grantmakers and Philanthropy 
New York reached out to their members to 
encourage them to report information on their 
contributions directly to Foundation Center. 
The aggregate findings presented in this report 
reflect data that could be identified and fully 
coded by June 30, 2014.

The level of detail available for contributions 
included in this analysis ranges from an 
award that specifies recipient name, gift 
amount, and offers a detailed description of 
its purpose to cases where donors named 
various recipients but provided only an overall 

total for their giving to instances where the 
donors announced only their intention to 
provide a response to Hurricane Sandy and 
the overall amount they planned to commit. 
As a result, readers will encounter instances 
where giving is aggregated into the categories 
of “various recipients” or “undesignated.” In 
addition, giving information provided by some 
donors was not sufficiently complete to be 
included in this analysis.

This report includes contributions made by 
donors—e.g., the Hurricane Sandy New Jersey 
Relief Fund—that also received support from 
other donors included in the analysis. In these 
instances, to avoid counting contributions 
twice, we have excluded gifts made to these 
funders from the $328.4 million total. If we 
did not have access to contribution-level 
information for these public foundations, 
they have been included as recipient 
organizations in the analysis and the full 
value of gifts to these organizations is 
included in the $328.4 million total.

Finally, the giving captured in this analysis 
is substantial but not comprehensive. While 
most of the largest foundation, corporate, and 
other institutional donor giving in response to 
Hurricane Sandy has likely been captured in 
this report, there are undoubtedly more donors 
who stepped up to provide support in the wake 
of this disaster. In cases where this information 
came to the attention of Foundation Center 
after June 30, 2014, we have incorporated 
these funders into the top funding lists 
(where appropriate), although this giving is 
not reflected in the aggregate analyses. In 
addition, some foundations and corporations 
may make additional commitments in coming 
years. While exceptional data collection efforts 
will end with the publication of this report, 
Foundation Center will continue to collect 
new information on the Hurricane Sandy 
response-related grants of the country’s largest 
foundations as part of its annual examination 
of broad trends in foundation giving.

corPorate In-KInd gIvIng
In-kind contributions have long been an important source 
of philanthropic support by corporations and they can be 
especially valuable in the aftermath of a natural disaster. In 
addition to the $136.4 million given in cash by corporate 
direct giving programs and corporate foundations in the 
wake of Hurricane Sandy, Foundation Center has tracked 
an additional $53.7 million4 in in-kind support. Examples 
of in-kind contributions reported include Direct Relief 
International’s $25 million in medical supplies, Fast Retailing 
USA, Inc. Corporate Giving Program’s $2.3 million in 
clothing, and IBM Corporate Giving Program’s $1.4 million 
in consulting services and technology for city agencies and 
nonprofits affected by Hurricane Sandy.

4  Figure based on the value of products and services reported by the 
corporations.

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Corporate Funding Compared 
with Insurance Payments and Federal Aid

Source: Foundation Center, 2014.

1 Estimate from the Insurance Information Institute for U.S. claims, Internet accessed 
in August 2014 from www.iii.org/press-release/over-90-percent-of-the-new- 
jersey-and-new-york-sandy-insurance-claims-have-been-settled-likely-to-be.

2 Figure includes $50.5 billion in congressionally approved emergency relief and 
recovery aid and $9.7 billion from the federal flood insurance program. Estimate 
from the Center for Disaster Philanthropy, Internet accessed in August 2014 from 
disasterphilanthropy.org/disasters/hurricane-sandy.

Foundations/Corporations

Private Insurance1

Federal Aid2

$328.4 Million

$18.8 Billion

$60.4 Billion
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The following analyses are based on giving information collected directly from institutional donors, as well as information 
culled from public announcements and publicly available reporting. See Methodology for details. These analyses include 
giving information for funds established explicitly to respond to Hurricane Sandy, if individual gift-level information was 
made available to Foundation Center. 

NeaRly 600 FouNdatioNS aNd CoRpoRatioNS 
Committed $328 millioN

Through June 2014, Foundation Center identified 593 
corporations, foundations, and other institutional donors 
that together committed $328.4 million for relief, recovery, 
and rebuilding efforts in the aftermath of Hurricane 
Sandy. When corporate in-kind gifts are included, total 
institutional Hurricane Sandy response giving increases to 
over $380 million. 

CoRpoRatioNS RepReSeNted moRe thaN  
halF oF doNoRS

Many corporations stepped up to respond to the 
devastation that followed Hurricane Sandy. More than 
three out of five donors (370) included in this analysis 
represented corporations. The vast majority of their 
support was provided via corporate giving programs, 
although more than one-quarter came through their 
corporate foundations. Overall, corporations and corporate 
foundations provided $136.4 million in cash support. 

puBliC FouNdatioNS WeRe eSpeCially 
impoRtaNt to the diSaSteR ReSpoNSe

Led by the New York City-based Robin Hood Foundation, public 
foundations accounted for 40 percent of Hurricane Sandy 
contributions—nearly matching corporate support. By comparison, 
public foundations represented about 7 percent of institutional 
donor giving in the aftermath of the Gulf Coast hurricanes. Like 
community foundations, public foundations raise funds from the 
public and then redistribute that support.

NumBeR oF GiFtS exCeeded 2,500

Foundation Center cataloged 2,543 individual contributions 
from foundations, corporations, and other institutional donors. 
However, this figure includes undesignated pledges and 
contributions that specified multiple recipients without identifying 
how much each would receive. If more detailed information were 
available on these contributions, the actual number of gifts would 
undoubtedly be higher. In addition, some donors may make 
additional commitments over the coming years to ensure that the 
lingering effects of Hurricane Sandy are being addressed. 

Who Provided Funding?
HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Corporate Funding by Donor Type

CORPORATIONS/
CORPORATE FOUNDATIONS

PUBLIC FOUNDATIONS1

INDEPENDENT AND
FAMILY FOUNDATIONS

COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS

OTHER INSTITUTIONAL DONORS

NO. OF DONORS
Total: 593

62% (370)

13% (79)

19% (115)

4% (22)

1% (7)

AMOUNT
Total: $328,410,090

42% ($136,416,703)

40% ($131,056,513)

17% ($54,958,950)

2% ($5,209,948)

0% ($767,976)

Source: Foundation Center, 2014.

1 Figures exclude community foundations.

NO. OF GIFTS
Total: 2,543

32% (801)

45% (1,142)

18% (462)

5% (123)

1% (15)

Source: Foundation Center, 2014.

TOTAL
$136.4 M

28%
CORPORATE FOUNDATIONS

CORPORATE GIVING
PROGRAMS

72%

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Corporate Foundation Funding as a Share of 
All Corporate Funding
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hoW Much did Funders give?

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. Includes cash donations and employee matching 
gifts to organizations; excludes grants to individuals, program-related investments, 
and in-kind gifts. List includes contributions made by donors to other donors included 
in the analysis. However, giving between donors has been excluded from the 
aggregate analysis of disaster response giving to avoid double-counting contributions. 
For a few funders, figures represent their most current announced commitments, even 
if this information was not available in time for inclusion in the aggregate analysis. 

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

Ford Foundation

Lilly Endowment

Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust

The Staten Island Foundation

Andy Warhol Foundation for Visual Arts

William Randolph Hearst Foundation

NoVo Foundation

Conrad N. Hilton Foundation

Rudin Foundation

Eugene B. Casey Foundation

Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation

Shimon ben Joseph Foundation

Ralph and Ricky Lauren Family Foundation

Samuel I. Newhouse Foundation

Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation

Donald B. and Dorothy L. Stabler Foundation

Altman Foundation

AVI CHAI Foundation

Alfred P. Sloan Foundation

Hearst Foundations

Stavros Niarchos Foundation

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

Kendeda Fund

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

NJ

NY

IN

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

CA

NY

MD

NJ

CA

NY

NY

MD

PA

NY

NY

NY

NY

Greece

WA

DE

NY

 $7,735,780

 6,192,000

5,000,000

3,000,000

2,183,332

1,500,028

1,325,000

1,200,000

1,200,000

1,100,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

900,000

875,000

800,000

785,450

775,000

750,000

600,000

590,000

570,000

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Top Independent and Family Foundation Funders 
by Total Funding

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. Includes cash donations and employee matching 
gifts to organizations; excludes grants to individuals, program-related investments, 
and in-kind gifts. List includes contributions made by donors to other donors included 
in the analysis. However, giving between donors has been excluded from the 
aggregate analysis of disaster response giving to avoid double-counting contributions. 
For a few funders, figures represent their most current announced commitments, even 
if this information was not available in time for inclusion in the aggregate analysis. For 
example, the New York Community Trust website indicates that the foundation has 
now committed over $4 million for its Hurricane Sandy response. Information on 
approximately $2.5 million of this total was available at the time this analysis was 
completed and is reflected in the aggregate totals. Similarly, $8.5 million in giving by 
the Hurricane Sandy New Jersey Relief Fun was captured in the aggregate totals.

Robin Hood Foundation

Hurricane Sandy New Jersey Relief Fund

Cantor Fitzgerald Relief Fund

Taiwan Buddhist Tzu Chi Foundation, U.S.A.

Fund for City of New York

New Jersey Recovery Fund

New York Community Trust

Brooklyn Community Foundation

Robert R. McCormick Foundation

New York Times Neediest Cases Fund

Toys "R" Us Children's Fund

Community Foundation of New Jersey

Brees Dream Foundation

Direct Relief International

Major League Baseball Players Trust

National Basketball Players Association Foundation

National Football League Disaster Relief Fund

New York Road Runners

Alfred E. Smith Memorial Foundation

THDF II

United Hospital Fund

Columbus Foundation and Affiliated Organizations

San Francisco Foundation

North Star Fund

American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

NY

NJ

NY

CA

NY

NJ

NY

NY

IL

NY

NJ

NJ

OH

CA

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

GA

NY

OH

CA

NY

NY

 $80,912,535

33,766,520

10,000,000

10,000,000

7,896,000

4,040,950

4,000,000

3,500,000

2,169,174

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,039,667

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

900,000

608,717

565,000

555,000

541,736

525,998

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Top Public and Community Foundations and Other 
Insitutional Donors by Total Funding

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. Includes cash donations and employee matching 
gifts to organizations; excludes grants to individuals, program-related investments, 
and in-kind gifts. List includes contributions made by donors to other donors included 
in the analysis. However, giving between donors has been excluded from the 
aggregate analysis of disaster response giving to avoid double-counting contributions. 
For a few funders, figures represent their most current announced commitments, even 
if this information was not available in time for inclusion in the aggregate analysis. 

Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. Corporate Giving Program

Citi and Citi Foundation

JPMorgan Chase & Co. Corporate Giving Program

Hess Corporation Contributions Program

GE Foundation

Prudential Foundation

Giant Food Stores, LLC Corporate Giving Program

Samsung Group

Wells Fargo Foundation

Apple Inc. Contributions Program

Stop & Shop Supermarket Co. LLC Corporate Giving Program

Blizzard Entertainment

MetLife Foundation

AT&T Inc. Corporate Giving Program

Carnival Foundation

Coach Foundation

Walt Disney Company Contributions Program

Barclays PLC (USA) Corporate Giving Program

Morgan Stanley Corporate Giving Program

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. Corporate Giving Program

BNY Mellon

Bank of America Charitable Foundation

Merck & Co., Inc. Corporate Giving Program

Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation

PepsiCo Foundation

NY

NY

OH

NY

CT

NJ

PA

Korea

CA

CA

MA

CA

NY

TX

FL

NY

CA

NY

NY

AR

NY

NC

NJ

NY

NY

 $10,000,000

6,472,216

6,364,097

5,500,000

5,100,000

4,500,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

2,641,145

2,500,000

2,500,000

2,300,000

2,125,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,480,000

1,335,000

1,280,000

1,100,000

1,056,600

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Top Corporate Donors by Total Funding
doNoR CommitmeNtS RaNGed FRom  
$250 to $80 millioN

Because few institutional donors include disaster response 
among their ongoing funding priorities, the nearly 600 
foundations, corporations, and other donors included in 
this analysis generally went outside of their usual funding 
guidelines to respond in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy. 
Their commitments ranged from a small public foundation 
in California that gave $250 to the $80 million awarded 
through close to 600 grants by the Robin Hood Foundation. 
Established in 1988, Robin Hood seeks to address the needs 
of families in New York City’s poorest neighborhoods and 
provide them with opportunities for improving their lives.
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$1B AND OVERRANGE OF ASSETS $250M TO $1B $50M TO $250M UNDER $50M UNSPECIFIED

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Independent Foundation Funding by Asset Range

Source: Foundation Center, 2014.

$21M

$12M

$7M

$14M

$1M

AMOUNT
OF GIVING

TOTAL $53.9M

$111M

$33M

$46M

$57M

$40M

$18M $17M

$5M $3M

$10M
AND OVER

RANGE OF
GIVING

$5M
TO $10M

$2M
TO $5M

$1M
TO $2M

$500K
TO $1M

$250K
T0 $499,999

$100K
TO $249,999

$50K
TO $99,999

LESS THAN
$50K

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Corporate Funding by Range of Giving

Source: Foundation Center, 2014.

AMOUNT
OF GIVING

TOTAL $328.4M

hoW Much did Funders give? continued

FouR doNoRS pRovided oNe-thiRd oF SuppoRt

Larger donors dominated Hurricane Sandy response funding. 
The Robin Hood Foundation, Cantor Fitzgerald Relief Fund, 
Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. Corporate Giving Program, and 
Taiwan Buddhist Tzu Chi Foundation, U.S.A. each provided 
at least $10 million in response to Hurricane Sandy and 
accounted for 33 percent of the $328.4 million tracked 
by Foundation Center. Taken together, the 79 donors that 

provided at least $1 million accounted for 75 percent of 
overall funding. By comparison, 170 institutional donors gave 
less than $50,000 each in response to Hurricane Sandy, 
and their combined giving equaled roughly 1 percent of the 
total. Nonetheless, this concentration of giving among larger 
institutional donors was consistent with patterns tracked 
following the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks and the 
Gulf Coast hurricanes.

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Corporate vs. Other Funders by Range of Giving

Source: Foundation Center, 2014.

$5M AND OVER

$1M TO $5M

$100K TO $1M

UNDER $100K
370 FUNDERS

223 FUNDERS

CORPORATIONS/
CORPORATE FOUNDATIONS

FOUNDATIONS AND
OTHER DONORS

1%

13%

45%

41%

3%

10%

39%

48%
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HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Corporate Funding by Donor State

Source: Foundation Center, 2014.

NEW YORK

53%

NEW JERSEY

10%

CALIFORNIA

9%

OHIO

3%

ILLINOIS

3%

ALL OTHER LOCATIONS

22%

TOTAL $328.4 MILLION

Where Were Funders Located?
SuppoRt Came FRom aCRoSS the uNited StateS 
aNd aBRoad

Reflecting the desire of institutional philanthropy to respond 
when a major disaster occurs, Foundation Center identified 
corporations, foundations, and other institutional donors 
from 42 states that made commitments in response to 
Hurricane Sandy. And support was not limited to U.S. donors. 

Foundation Center tracked 26 donors located in 12 countries 
that provided funding totaling $7.9 million. The single largest 
of these donors was the Korea-based Samsung Group, which 
contributed $3 million to the Hurricane Sandy response. If 
more comprehensive information on the institutional donor 
response to Hurricane Sandy were available, these figures 
would undoubtedly be higher.

NeW yoRk doNoRS domiNated GiviNG, 
FolloWed By NeW JeRSey

Despite the broad-ranging national and even international 
institutional donor support in the wake of Hurricane Sandy, 
over half of funding came from institutional donors based 
in New York State. New Jersey followed, accounting for 
approximately 10 percent of the donors tracked in this 
analysis and 10 percent of the dollars. Given that the bulk of 
the destruction took place along the coastlines of New York 
and New Jersey, it comes as no surprise that area donors 
would want to respond in a significant way.

1. New York 

2. New Jersey

3. California

4. Ohio

5. Illinois

6. Texas

7. Pennsylvania

8. Indiana

9. Massachusetts

10. Connecticut

11. Georgia

12. Virginia

13. Maryland

14. North Carolina

15. Minnesota

Other States

Other Countries

TOTAL

164

57

50

15

33

24

24

8

22

21

10

14

10

10

10

95 

26

593

$174,796,021

34,248,339

29,798,508

9,544,442

8,996,174

6,806,000

6,266,000

5,658,500

5,561,000

5,015,000

3,750,000

3,484,482

3,345,000

3,140,000

2,989,469

17,146,700

7,864,455

$328,410,090

STATE AMOUNTNO. OF FUNDERS

 

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Top States by Foundation and Corporate Funding

Source: Foundation Center, 2014.

CA
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addItIonal resources on 
dIsaster resPonse gIvIng
Foundations and nonprofits have created a substantial 
body of research and learnings related to all aspects of 
disaster preparedness and response. IssueLab, a service 
of Foundation Center, currently provides free access to 
close to 1,300 case studies, evaluations, white papers, and 
issue briefs on disaster response, including several reports 
explicitly focused on the Hurricane Sandy response. To 
access these resources, visit issuelab.org.
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to align their disaster response efforts with their 
overall funding priorities. For example, a foundation 
that funds in the arts may choose to shore up arts 
organizations affected by the disaster.

The following analysis examines how foundation, 
corporate, and other institutional donors distributed their 
$328.4 million in Hurricane Sandy relief, recovery, and 
rebuilding funding among 1,154 recipient organizations. 

It identifies the leading recipients of giving, the intended 
purpose of the support, and the populations served and 
illuminates how disaster response funding priorities may 
differ among different types of foundations.

Institutional donors approach disaster response 
funding in markedly different ways. Some donors 
will fund major disaster response agencies to 
provide immediate relief in the wake of a disaster. 
Other funders will see their primary role as funding 
longer-term recovery and rebuilding efforts, which 
may get less support as public attention moves 
away from the immediate impact of the crisis. 
Foundations and corporations may also choose 
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Who Were the Leading reciPients?
ameRiCaN Red CRoSS CaptuReS laRGeSt ShaRe 
oF FuNdiNG, eSpeCially FoR CoRpoRate GiveRS
Consistent with the response of institutional donors to the 
Gulf Coast hurricanes, foundations, corporations, and other 
institutional donors responding to Hurricane Sandy directed the 
single largest share (23 percent) of their giving to the national 
American Red Cross and its local affiliates. Among corporate 
donors, this share rose to over half of dollars (51 percent), 

compared to just 3 percent for foundation and other donors. 
These findings suggest that corporate donors place a higher 
priority on providing immediate relief services relative to other 
types of institutional donors. Their giving is also far more 
concentrated among a smaller number of organizations. In 
fact, foundation and other donors directed their Hurricane 
Sandy response funding to nearly four times as many 
organizations as corporate donors (999 versus 253).

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. 

American Red Cross, National Headquarters

Mayor's Fund to Advance New York City

Local Initiatives Support Corporation New York City

American Red Cross in Greater New York

United Way Worldwide

Habitat for Humanity International

United Way of Long Island

Ocean County Long Term Recovery Group

Single Stop USA

Legal Services of New Jersey

United Way of Monmouth County

New Yorkers for Children

Friends of Rockaway

DC

NY

NY

NY

VA

GA

NY

NJ

NY

NJ

NJ

NY

NY

Save the Children Federation

Enterprise Community Partners

New York Legal Assistance Group

Empire State Relief Fund

Union Beach Disaster Relief Fund

AmeriCares

Feeding America

All Hands Volunteers

Hometown Heroes

New York Foundation for the Arts

Jewish Federations of North America

Affordable Housing Alliance

CT

MD

NY

NY

NJ

CT

IL

MA

NJ

NY

NY

NJ

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Top Recipients of Foundation and Corporate Funding

$65,676,184
284

$2,750,000
6

$2,550,000
3

$2,550,000
2

$2,043,000
15

$1,980,000
6

$1,700,300
6

$1,700,000
2

$1,595,000
5

$5,100,000
2

$5,349,346
35

$18,701,895
68

$6,968,553
2

$1,507,630
9

$1,350,250
10

$1,314,000
10

$1,275,250
5

$1,274,500
7

$1,250,000
3

$1,250,000
2

$1,250,000
2

$1,355,000
6

$1,425,000
6

$1,500,000
3

$1,475,000
9

AMOUNT NO. OF GIFTS

20%     American Red Cross, National Headquarters     11%

3%     American Red Cross, Local Affiliates     4%

6%     Mayor’s Fund to Advance New York City     3%

2%     United Way Worldwide     0%

2%     United Way, Local Affiliates     1%

2%     Local Initiatives Support Corporation     0%

42%     Other Named Recipients     75%

9%     Various Recipients1     3%

15%     Undesignated2     2%

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Combined Foundation and Corporate Funding by Recipient

AMOUNT
$328.4 MILLION

NO. OF GIFTS
2,543

Source: Foundation Center, 2014.

1 Various recipients named but amount not reported by recipient.
2 No recipient named at time of pledge.

AMOUNT
$192 MILLION

NO. OF GIFTS
1,742

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Other Donor Funding Only by Recipient

2%     American Red Cross, National Headquarters     2%

1%     American Red Cross, Local Affiliates     3%

5%     Mayor’s Fund to Advance New York City     2%

3%     United Way Worldwide     0%

3%     United Way, Local Affiliates     1%

4%     Local Initiatives Support Corporation     0%

2%     Salvation Army, National and Local Affiliates     2%

60%     Other Named Recipients     88%

4%     Various Recipients1     1%

16%     Undesignated2     1%

Source: Foundation Center, 2014.

1 Various recipients named but amount not reported by recipient.
2 No recipient named at time of pledge.

AMOUNT
$136.4 MILLION

NO. OF GIFTS
801

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Corporate Funding Only by Recipient

46%     American Red Cross, National Headquarters     31%

5%     American Red Cross, Local Affiliates     7%

7%     Mayor’s Fund to Advance New York City     4%

0%     United Way Worldwide     0%

1%     United Way, Local Affiliates     2%

1%     Local Initiatives Support Corporation     0%

11%     Other Named Recipients     43%

16%     Various Recipients1     7%

13%     Undesignated2     6%

Source: Foundation Center, 2014.

1 Various recipients named but amount not reported by recipient.
2 No recipient named at time of pledge.
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Where Were reciPients Located?
For more detailed analyses of giving focused on the two areas most directly impacted by Hurricane Sandy, see Chapter 3, 
Hurricane Sandy: Profile of the Foundation and Corporate Response in New Jersey, and Chapter 4, Hurricane Sandy: Profile 
of the Foundation and Corporate Response in New York City and Long Island.

NeW yoRk aNd NeW JeRSey oRGaNizatioNS 
ReCeived CloSe to halF oF dollaRS
The distribution of foundation, corporate, and other institutional 
donor contributions clearly reflected where Hurricane Sandy 
inflicted its greatest damage. Organizations based in New 
York State (primarily New York City) and New Jersey together 

received close to half of grant dollars and more than 70 percent 
of the number of gifts. Nonetheless, the District of Columbia, 
home to the national headquarters of the American Red Cross, 
accounted for just over one-fifth of funding. However, the vast 
majority of this giving was redistributed in the affected region.

doNoR SuppoRt taRGeted ReCipieNtS  
iN 35 StateS
While the largest share of institutional donor support following 
Hurricane Sandy went to organizations in the heavily affected New 
York and New Jersey region, along with the District of Columbia, 
organizations located in a total of 35 states received grants 
related to relief, recovery, or rebuilding efforts. Yet according to 
the Insurance Information Institute, insurance claims related to 
Hurricane Sandy were filed in only 15 states and the District 
of Columbia.5 The balance of these contributions supported 
organizations in other states to assist with the response. For 
example, the Mississippi Center for Justice received a $25,000 
grant from the Washington, DC-based Public Welfare Foundation 
to support legal services organizations and pro bono attorneys 
in New Jersey and New York that were working on Hurricane 
Sandy legal recovery efforts. Foundations and corporations also 
provided 11 grants totaling nearly $2 million for response efforts 
in other countries affected by Hurricane Sandy, including Toronto-
based Scotiabank Corporate Giving Program’s $33,600 gift to 
the Norwich Primary School in Port Antonio, Jamaica to rebuild 
three classrooms destroyed by the hurricane. However, most of 
the internationally focused funding went to organizations based in 
the United States to support their relief, recovery, and rebuilding 
efforts in other affected countries.

5  See the Insurance Information Institute, “Over 90 Percent of the New Jersey and New York Sandy 
Insurance Claims Have Been Settled; Likely to Be Third Largest Storm Ever for U.S. Insurers,” 
Internet accessed in August 2014 from iii.org/press-release/over-90-percent-of-the-new-jersey-
and-new-york-sandy-insurance-claims-have-been-settled-likely-to-be.

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Corporate Funding by Recipient Location

VIRGINIA CONNECTICUT OTHER STATES

($5,548,025) (17)
2% 1% 1% 2%

($4,729,580) (53)
5% 7%

($18,047,951) (188)

OUTSIDE UNITED STATES VARIOUS RECIPIENTS1 UNDESIGNATED2

1% 0%
($1,981,900) (11)

9% 3%
($29,038,725) (81)

15% 2%
($48,194,217) (60)

NEW YORK NEW JERSEYDISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

($51,718,659) (567)
16% 22%21%

($67,841,714)
12%
(301)

31% 50%
($101,309,319) (1,265)

Source: Foundation Center, 2014.

1 Various recipients named but amount not reported by recipient.
2 No recipient named at time of pledge.

3%
21%
7%

LONG ISLAND ($10,512,294)
NEW YORK CITY ($79,245,085)
OTHER AREAS ($11,551,940)

5%
37%
8%

LONG ISLAND (124)
NEW YORK CITY (941)
OTHER AREAS (200)

PERCENT OF DOLLARS PERCENT OF GIFTS
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What tyPes oF organizations received suPPort?
tWo-thiRdS oF FuNdiNG taRGeted humaN 
SeRviCe oRGaNizatioNS
Foundation, corporate, and other institutional donor giving 
in response to Hurricane Sandy overwhelmingly supported 
human service organizations, led by the national American Red 
Cross. Nonetheless, economic and community development 
organizations (e.g., Local Initiatives Support Corporation of New 
York City) captured a substantial 10 percent of funding, while 
Federated Funds (e.g., United Way Worldwide) took in 5 percent. 

NeaRly oNe-QuaRteR oF FuNdiNG Could Not Be 
tied to a SpeCiFiC ReCipieNt
A total of 24 percent of institutional donor dollars for the 
Hurricane Sandy response and 6 percent of the number of their 
gifts could not be allocated to a specific recipient organization. 
These figures reflect commitments donors announced without 
naming specific recipients and commitments that named 
recipients but without providing specific gift amounts.6

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Corporate Funding by Selected Recipient Types

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. Includes organization types accounting for at least 3 percent of dollars or number of gifts.

HUMAN SERVICE
ORGANIZATIONS

HOSPITALS/HEALTH
CARE ORGANIZATIONS

FEDERATED FUNDS

EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS

CHURCHES/
TEMPLES

ARTS AND CULTURE
ORGANIZATIONS

ECONOMIC AND
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
ORGANIZATIONS

5%

2%

1%

5%

2%

3%

2%

6%

3%

4%

10%

7%

65%

52%

PERCENT OF DOLLARS PERCENT OF GIFTS
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6  Among gifts to multiple recipients are corporate employee matching gifts.
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What Was the Focus oF Funding?
Separate from the type of organization receiving support, Foundation Center has tracked the intended purpose of 
institutional giving in response to Hurricane Sandy. The findings below present the clearest indication of how institutional 
donors intended to target their support.

humaN SeRviCeS CaptuRed laRGeSt ShaRe  
oF FuNdiNG, pRopelled By GiviNG FoR 
immediate RelieF
Of the $328.4 million in disaster response funding tracked 
in this analysis, 44 percent focused on human services. 
Based on the number of gifts made, more than half focused 
on this priority. These shares are consistent with the 
allocation of funding seen in the institutional donor response 
to the Gulf Coast hurricanes and largely reflect support 
for the provision of immediate relief following the disaster. 
Nonetheless, some support also targeted mid-term human 
service needs. For example, the Ford Foundation made a 

$25,000 grant to Catholic Charities, Diocese of Metuchen 
for ongoing case management, counseling, clean-up, and 
basic needs assistance.

houSiNG SuppoRt RepReSeNted a top pRioRity 
FolloWiNG the StoRm
Reflecting the more than 650,000 homes destroyed in 
New York and New Jersey alone, foundations, corporations, 
and other institutional donors directed 11 percent of their 
support to address the need for providing emergency 
housing assistance and supporting the rebuilding of lost 
housing units. This also represented close to double the 

$15,684,269
97 $6,887,710

146 $5,035,946
58

$4,582,250
47

$3,193,080
129

$7,218,279
147

$77,232,942
141

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Corporate Funding by Issue Focus

Source: Foundation Center, 2014.

1 Various recipients named but no purpose and amount specified for individual gifts; or no recipients specified at time of pledge.

AMOUNT NO. OF GIFTS

HUMAN
SERVICES

44%

54%

HOUSING AND
SHELTER

11%
9%

ECONOMIC AND
COMMUNITY

DEVELOPMENT

8% 7%

HEALTH/MENTAL
HEALTH

5% 4%

EDUCATION

2% 2%

LEGAL SERVICES

1% 2%

ENVIRONMENT

1%

5%

OTHER

2%

6%

VARIOUS
RECIPIENTS/

UNDESIGNATED1

24%

6%

ARTS AND
CULTURE

2%

6%

$145,750,643
1,380

$37,466,375
225 $25,358,596

173

Total Amount

$328,410,090
Total Number of Gifts

2,543

share of funding reported by institutional donors responding 
to the Gulf Coast hurricanes. For example, the Kessler 
Foundation made a $10,000 grant to the American Red 
Cross Warren County Chapter to install a gas generator in its 
headquarters so that it could serve as an accessible regional 
emergency shelter for people with severe disabilities from 
the Chapter’s 17 residential homes and the surrounding 
community; and the AT&T Inc. Corporate Giving Program 
gave $1 million to the Empire State Relief Fund for efforts 
specifically related to providing long-term housing and 
rebuilding homes. Half a dozen grants explicitly focused on 
renters, including the Robin Hood Foundation’s $300,000 
grant to the Borough of Keansburg Trust in Keansburg, NJ to 
address the needs of 140 low- and moderate-income owner-
occupied residences and tenants/renters in the Borough 
whose properties were substantially damaged. The grant 
supported the assessment, demolition, and rebuilding needs 
of these families and broadened outreach to an additional 
more than 1,700 families.

otheR leadiNG pRioRitieS iNCluded eCoNomiC 
aNd CommuNity developmeNt aNd health
The need to rebuild the infrastructure of communities 
devastated by Hurricane Sandy was a clear priority for 
institutional donors, and they directed 8 percent of their 
support for this purpose. For example, the Johnson & 
Johnson Corporate Giving Program provided $100,000 
to California-based Carolan Associates to develop a 
business impact analysis in partnership with the City of New 
Brunswick to evaluate their risks and develop mitigation 
scenarios for natural and man-made disasters. Health 
followed with 5 percent of overall support, or $15.7 million. 
Just over half of this total ($8.3 million) focused on mental 
health, led by a $4.5 million commitment from the Robert 
Wood Johnson Foundation to assist with recovery, rebuilding, 
and social services support, including mental health 
services, for individuals and families in New Jersey.
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What Was the Focus oF Funding? continued

FouNdatioNS aNd otheR doNoRS diReCted 
laRGeR ShaReS thaN CoRpoRateS to houSiNG, 
health, aNd the aRtS 
While corporate donors directed the majority of their Hurricane 
Sandy response funding for human services (58 percent), 
generally for immediate relief efforts, foundations and other 
institutional donors allocated a far smaller 35 percent. The 
balance of corporate funds primarily targeted economic and 
community development, housing, and health. In contrast, 

giving by foundation and other donors was distributed 
among a range of issue areas, from housing and health 
to the arts to legal services. This difference in priorities 
likely reflects in part the emphasis that some foundations 
have placed on providing support for activities that donors 
focused primarily on immediate relief may not consider 
funding. At least some of these funders also chose to 
direct their disaster response giving to activities that were 
consistent with their ongoing funding priorities.

aMerIcan red cross 
resPonse to hurrIcane sandy 
The American Red Cross (ARC) was the largest recipient of 
foundation, corporate, and other institutional donor support in the 
wake of Hurricane Sandy, as well as being the primary recipient 
of disaster response giving by individuals. Through May 2014, 
ARC reported commitments and expenses related to its Hurricane 
Sandy response totaling $301 million. The largest shares of 
this support targeted individual casework and assistance ($98 
million, or 32 percent), food and shelter ($94 million, or 31 
percent), housing and community assistance ($50 million, or 
17 percent), and relief items ($33 million, or 11 percent). The 
balance of support provided for disaster vehicles, equipment, and 
warehousing, physical and mental health services, interagency 
coordination, and community resilience. For more information, visit 
redcross.org/support/donating-fundraising/where-your-money-
goes/sandy-response.

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Corporate Funding by Issue Focus

CORPORATIONS/CORPORATE FOUNDATIONS FOUNDATIONS AND OTHER DONORS

Source: Foundation Center, 2014.

1 Various recipients named but no purpose and amount specified for individual gifts; or no recipients specified at time of pledge.

HUMAN SERVICES

ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

HOUSING AND SHELTER

HEALTH/MENTAL HEALTH

OTHER

UNDESIGNATED1

58%

8%

5%

1%

3%

25%

TOTAL $136.4 M

HUMAN SERVICES

HOUSING AND SHELTER

HEALTH/MENTAL HEALTH

ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

ARTS AND CULTURE

ENVIRONMENT

EDUCATION

LEGAL SERVICES

OTHER

UNDESIGNATED1

35%

16%

8%

7%

3%

2%

2%

2%

2%

23%

TOTAL $192 M

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. Includes organization types accounting for at least 3 percent of dollars or number of gifts.

1 Various recipients named but no purpose and amount specified for individual gifts; or no recipients specified at time of pledge.

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Corporate Funding by Relief vs. Recovery and Rebuilding

38% RELIEF ($128.7 M)

35% RECOVERY AND REBUILDING ($113.9 M)

3% RELIEF, RECOVERY, AND REBUILDING ($8.6 M)

24% UNDESIGNATED/VARIOUS RECIPIENTS1 ($77.2 M)

TOTAL $328.4 MILLION

CloSe to tWo-FiFthS oF FuNdiNG iNCluded 
SuppoRt FoR ReBuildiNG
An examination of the $328.4 million provided by 
foundations, corporations, and other institutional donors in 
response to Hurricane Sandy showed that 38 percent of this 
giving included at least some support for rebuilding efforts. 
Undoubtedly, this figure would be higher if more detailed 
information were available on undesignated contributions 
and those that specified multiple recipients.
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What Was the Focus oF Funding? continued
HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Top Funders and Recipients by Selected Issue Focus

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. Totals based on primary and secondary grant focus. Therefore, grants may be counted in more than one category.

TOP FUNDERS TOP RECIPIENTS

HUMAN SERVICES

Robin Hood Foundation

Cantor Fitzgerald Relief Fund

Goldman Sachs Group Corporate Giving Program

Taiwan Buddhist Tzu Chi Foundation, U.S.A.

Fund for City of New York

Lilly Endowment

JPMorgan Chase & Co. Corporate Giving Program

Giant Food Stores, LLC Corporate Giving Program

Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust

Prudential Foundation

NY

NY

NY

CA

NY

IN

OH

PA

NY

NJ

$41,624,982

10,000,000

10,000,000

10,000,000

7,851,000

5,000,000

3,492,542

3,000,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

American Red Cross National Headquarters

Mayor’s Fund to Advance New York City

American Red Cross in Greater New York

United Way Worldwide

United Way of Long Island

Ocean County Long Term Recovery Group

Single Stop USA

New Yorkers for Children

United Way of Monmouth County

Legal Services of New Jersey

DC

NY

NY

VA

NY

NJ

NY

NY

NJ

NJ

$65,676,184

14,271,895

5,349,346

5,100,000

2,550,000

2,550,000

2,043,000

1,700,000

1,570,300

1,530,000

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

ARTS AND CULTURE

Andy Warhol Foundation for Visual Arts

New Jersey Recovery Fund

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

Music Rising

Citigroup Inc. Corporate Giving Program

Booth Ferris Foundation

New York Community Trust

Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS

Robert Sterling Clark Foundation

Kresge Foundation

NY

NJ

NY

TN

NY

TX

NY

NY

NY

MI

$3,500,028

639,250

570,000

250,000

165,616

150,000

120,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

New York Foundation for the Arts

South Street Seaport Museum

New York City Business Assistance Corporation

Monmouth County Arts Council

Martha Graham Center of Contemporary Dance

Pro Bono Net

Artists-in-Education Consortium

Actors Fund of America

W G B H Educational Foundation

W N Y C Foundation

NY

NY

NY

NJ

NY

NY

NJ

NY

MA

NY

$1,250,000

210,000

153,616

150,500

135,000

120,000

115,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

TOP FUNDERS TOP RECIPIENTS

HOUSING AND SHELTER

Robin Hood Foundation

Hurrican Sandy New Jersey Relief Fund

JPMorgan Chase & Co. Corporate Giving Program

Conrad N. Hilton Foundation

Citigroup Inc. Corporate Giving Program

AT&T Inc. Corporate Giving Program

Freddie Mac Corporate Giving Program

National Association of Realtors

Carnival Foundation

Kendeda Fund

NY

NJ

OH

CA

NY

TX

VA

IL

FL

DE

$37,175,053

1,717,800

1,375,000

1,200,000

1,085,000

1,000,000

750,000

510,000

500,000

500,000

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Local Initiatives Support Corporation New York City

Habitat for Humanity International

Friends of Rockaway

Enterprise Community Partners

Empire State Relief Fund

Hometown Heroes

Mayor’s Fund to Advance New York City

Affordable Housing Alliance

Local Initiatives Support Corporation

All Hands Volunteers

NY

GA

NY

MD

NY

NJ

NY

NJ

NY

MA

$6,968,553

2,750,000

1,595,000

1,500,000

1,375,000

1,274,500

1,250,000

1,250,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

TOP FUNDERS TOP RECIPIENTS

HEALTH/MENTAL HEALTH

Robin Hood Foundation

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

Direct Relief International

Hurricane Sandy New Jersey Relief Fund

Sanofi Foundation for North America

Abott Fund

Jacob and Valeria Langeloth Foundation

AmeriCares

Scriptel Ministries

Tiger Foundation

NY

NJ

CA

NJ

NJ

IL

NY

CT

TX

NY

$10,464,000

5,000,000

1,000,000

790,000

500,000

300,000

300,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Ocean County Long Term Recovery Group

Children’s Health Fund

Deborah Hospital Foundation

United Methodist Church Greater New Jersey Conference

Staten Island Mental Health Society

Long Beach Medical Center

National Day Laborer Organizing Network

Catholic Charities, Diocese of Metuchen

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey

North Shore-Long Island Jewish Health System

NJ

NY

NJ

NJ

NY

NY

CA

NJ

NJ

NY

$2,550,000

650,000

625,000

600,000

462,500

450,000

430,000

425,000

400,000

400,000

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

TOP FUNDERS TOP RECIPIENTS

ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Citigroup Inc. Corporate Giving Program

Hurricane Sandy New Jersey Relief Fund

New Jersey Recovery Fund

Robin Hood Foundation

JPMorgan Chase & Co. Corporate Giving Program

NoVo Foundation

Alfred P. Sloan Foundation

Barclays PLC (USA) Corporate Giving Program

Conrad N. Hilton Foundation

Kendeda Fund

NY

NJ

NJ

NY

OH

NY

NY

NY

CA

DE

$2,105,616

1,753,000

1,339,000

960,000

800,000

750,000

575,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Mayor’s Fund to Advance New York City

Enterprise Community Partners

Community Loan Fund of New Jersey

Operation Hope

Northeastern University

Community Development Corporation of Long Island

New Jersey Future

Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey

Intersect Fund Corporation

Volunteer Center of Bergen County

NY

MD

NJ

CA

MA

NY

NJ

NJ

NJ

NJ

$4,180,000

1,000,000

790,000

750,000

575,000

560,000

525,000

450,000

450,000

400,000

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

TOP FUNDERS TOP RECIPIENTS
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What Was the PoPuLation Focus oF Funding?
moSt FuNdiNG did Not FoCuS oN  
SpeCiFiC populatioNS
Close to three-quarters of the dollars provided by 
institutional donors in response to Hurricane Sandy and over 
three-out-of-five gifts did not indicate a specific population 
focus. This finding may reflect an expectation on the part 
of donors that their disaster response funding would reach 
those in greatest need, regardless of socioeconomic status, 
gender, ethnicity, or other characteristics.

laRGeSt ShaRe oF FuNdiNG taRGeted 
eCoNomiCally diSadvaNtaGed 
The economically disadvantaged were the focus of 23 percent 
of institutional donor giving in response to Hurricane Sandy. 
This substantial share reflects in part the principal missions 
of several leading recipients of response funding, such as 
Habitat for Humanity International and Feeding America, which 
explicitly serve the economically disadvantaged. It also reflects 
the disproportionate long-term impact of this type of disaster 
on those who lack insurance and other resources to help 
them recover and rebuild their lives. For example, a number of 
commitments targeted efforts to ensure access to affordable 
housing, such as the Maine-based TD Charitable Foundation’s 
$2,500 grant to the Staten Island-based Northfield Community 
Local Development Corporation to support a holistic approach 
to relief efforts that will identify all resources and match 
on-the-ground needs with these resources to address long-

term affordable housing. Within funding for the economically 
disadvantaged, approximately 1 percent of dollars and  
3 percent of the number of gifts focused on the homeless. 
However, these figures only capture contributions that explicitly 
referenced the homeless. Given the scale of housing destruction 
caused by Hurricane Sandy, a far greater share of institutional 
donor support most certainly helped to meet the relief and 
recovery needs of those made homeless by the storm. 

ChildReN aNd youth, people With diSaBilitieS, 
aNd people oF ColoR amoNG otheR taRGeted 
populatioN GRoupS
A number of foundations, corporations, and other institutional 
donors responding to Hurricane Sandy provided support 
that focused on specific populations. Populations that were 
the explicit focus of at least 2 percent of overall dollars or 
number of gifts included children and youth, people with 
disabilities, ethnic or racial minorities, immigrants and 
refugees, the aging, women and girls, and people with AIDS. 
For example, the Hurricane Sandy New Jersey Relief Fund 
made a $28,000 gift to Dress for Success Mercer County for 
the Suits For Sandy Job Readiness Program, which supported 
120 disadvantaged women via six mobile unit programs with 
career counseling, job readiness training, and mentorships; 
and the New York Community Trust made a $185,000 grant 
to the New York Academy of Medicine to develop a disaster 
preparedness and response plan for elderly New Yorkers.

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Corporate Funding Targeting Specific Populations

OVERALL SHARE OF
GRANT DOLLARS

OVERALL SHARE OF
NO. OF GRANTS

23% ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED

5% CHILDREN & YOUTH

3% PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
3% ETHNIC OR RACIAL MINORITIES
2% AGING/ELDERLY/SENIOR CITIZENS

28% ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED

9% CHILDREN & YOUTH

6% ETHNIC OR RACIAL MINORITIES
5% PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
3% IMMIGRANTS & REFUGEES
3% AGING/ELDERLY/SENIOR CITIZENS
2% WOMEN & GIRLS
2% PEOPLE WITH AIDS

27%
POPULATION

SPECIFIC

73%
UNSPECIFIED

38%
POPULATION

SPECIFIC

62%
UNSPECIFIED

Source: Foundation Center, 2014.

1 Includes populations that could be identified as being the focus of at least 2 percent of dollars or number of gifts. Gifts may benefit multiple population groups.

SELECT POPULATIONS BY
PERCENT OF DOLLARS1

SELECT POPULATIONS BY
PERCENT OF NUMBER OF GIFTS1
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Hurricane Sandy reached New Jersey on October 29, 
2012. By the time the storm ended, large swaths 
of the coast had been devastated, 346,000 homes 
statewide had been damaged or destroyed, 190,000 
businesses were affected, and, most tragically, 37 lives 
had been lost. The total estimated cost of the disaster 
was $30 billion, and the impact on the travel and 
tourism industry persisted in 2013.7
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hurrIcane sandy:

profile of The 
fouNdATioN ANd 
CorporATe reSpoNSe 
iN New JerSey

FouNdatioNS aNd CoRpoRatioNS pRovided oveR 
$67 millioN FoR the NeW JeRSey ReSpoNSe
Foundations, corporations, and other institutional donors from 
New Jersey and beyond united to respond to this monumental 
disaster. Overall, Foundation Center tracked $67.1 million in 
Hurricane Sandy response giving from institutional donors that 
either funded New Jersey-based organizations ($57.1 million) 
or funded recipients in other states but included an explicit 
focus on the state of New Jersey or specific communities 
within the state ($10 million). However, this figure does not 
capture most giving to national relief organizations, as funders 
rarely identify specific communities when making these gifts, 
or contributions where funders may have intended a focus 
on New Jersey but did not include this information in the 
descriptions of their gifts. As a result, the figure cited above 
undercounts the full commitment of institutional donors to the 
relief, recovery, and rebuilding of New Jersey communities.

NeW JeRSey FuNdeRS CoNtRiButed a 
SuBStaNtial ShaRe oF oveRall SuppoRt
Of the $67.1 million in Hurricane Sandy response funding 
explicitly focused on New Jersey, more than one-quarter of 
this total was provided by 32 New Jersey-based institutional 
donors.8 By number of gifts, the share climbed to almost 
two out of every five gifts. The two largest New Jersey-based 
funders included in this analysis were both established to 
support the state’s recovery—the Hurricane Sandy New Jersey 
Relief Fund and the New Jersey Recovery Fund. Nonetheless, 
one of the largest funders of the disaster response effort 
in New Jersey was the New York City-based Robin Hood 
Foundation, which ranked as the single largest Hurricane 
Sandy response funder overall.

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. Gifts specifying a focus on New Jersey communities may also focus on other regions or communities.

TOTAL AMOUNT
$67.1 M

TOTAL NO. OF GIFTS
625

28% NEW JERSEY FUNDERS

OTHER FUNDERS72%
39% NEW JERSEY FUNDERS

OTHER FUNDERS61%

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Corporate Support for New Jersey from New Jersey Funders

PERCENT OF
DOLLARS

PERCENT OF
GIFTS

Hurricane Sandy New Jersey Relief Fund

Robin Hood Foundation

New Jersey Recovery Fund

JPMorgan Chase & Co. Corporate Giving Program

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

Hess Corporation Contributions Program

Prudential Foundation

AT&T Inc. Corporate Giving Program

Dave Matthews Band Inc.

Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation

Exxon Mobil Corporation Contributions Program

J-M Manufacturing Company

Shimon ben Joseph Foundation

Samuel I. Newhouse Foundation

Newman’s Own Foundation

PVH Corp. Contributions Program

Toys “R” Us Children’s Fund

UnitedHealth Group Incorporated Contributions Program

NJ

NY

NJ

OH

NJ

NY

NJ

TX

VA

NJ

TX

CA

CA

NY

CT

NY

NJ

MN

$33,766,520

33,252,500

4,040,950

3,417,000

3,235,780

3,050,000

1,500,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Top Foundation and Corporate Funders for New Jersey

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. Includes cash donations and employee 
matching gifts to organizations; excludes grants to individuals, program-related 
investments, and in-kind gifts that could be identified and fully coded as of June 
30, 2014. Gifts may focus on multiple geographic areas. List includes contribu-
tions made by donors to other donors included in the analysis. However, giving 
between donors has been excluded from the aggregate analysis of disaster 
response giving to avoid double-counting contributions. For a few funders, figures 
represent their most current announced commitments, even if this information 
was not available in time for inclusion in the aggregate analysis.

7  See U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic and Statistics Administration, Economic Impact 
of Hurricane Sandy: Potential Economic Activity Lost and Gained in New Jersey and New York, 
September 2013; and the Center for Disaster Philanthropy at disasterphilanthropy.org.

8  Overall, Foundation Center has tracked data on 57 New Jersey Hurricane Sandy response 
funders. However, contributions made by 25 of the donors either were not made to New Jersey 
recipients or did not explicitly reference New Jersey communities.
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humaN SeRviCeS aNd houSiNG WeRe top 
pRioRitieS FoR NeW JeRSey-FoCuSed GiviNG
Meeting the human service needs of New Jersey residents  
in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy captured the single 
largest share of giving explicitly focused on the state  
($16.9 million, or 25 percent). Housing followed with  
$8.6 million, or 13 percent of funding. Other leading priorities 
included health, economic and community development, 
and legal services. In fact, Legal Services of New Jersey 
ranked as the second-largest recipient of New Jersey-focused 
support, with a $450,000 gift from the Hurricane Sandy New 
Jersey Relief Fund for the Hurricane Sandy Survivors Legal 
Counseling and Related Services Project, which provided free 
legal assistance to storm victims as they navigated federal 
aid, landlord-tenant issues, rebuilding issues, and insurance 
disputes; and a $1.53 million gift from the Robin Hood 
Foundation to hire four social workers, three attorneys, two 
paralegals, and one supervising attorney to work throughout 
the state’s most affected communities, helping thousands 
of residents navigate local, state, and federal disaster-relief 
systems for assistance.

neW Jersey

Ocean County Long Term Recovery Group

Legal Services of New Jersey

United Way of Monmouth County

Union Beach Disaster Relief Fund

Hometown Heroes

Affordable Housing Alliance

New Jersey Future

Community Food Bank of New Jersey

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey

Community Loan Fund of New Jersey

$2,550,000

1,980,000

1,700,300

1,355,000

1,274,500

1,250,000

1,070,000

1,000,525

860,000

790,000

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Top New Jersey Recipients of Foundation and
Corporate Funding

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. List excludes recipients located in other 
states that received gifts explicitly focused on New Jersey. Gifts may focus on 
multiple regions.

PERCENT OF GRANT DOLLARS PERCENT OF NO. OF GIFTS

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. Gifts specifying a focus on New Jersey communities may also focus on other regions or communities.

1 Various recipients named but no purpose and amount specified for individual gifts; or no recipients specified at time of pledge.

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Corporate Funding for New Jersey by Issue Focus

HUMAN SERVICES

HOUSING AND SHELTER

HEALTH/MENTAL HEALTH

ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

LEGAL SERVICES

ENVIRONMENT

EDUCATION

ARTS AND CULTURE

OTHER

VARIOUS RECIPIENTS/UNDESIGNATED1

25%

13%

6%

5%

4%

2%

1%

1%

13%

30%

TOTAL $67.1 M

HUMAN SERVICES

HOUSING AND SHELTER

ARTS AND CULTURE

ENVIRONMENT

ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

HEALTH/MENTAL HEALTH

LEGAL SERVICES

EDUCATION

OTHER

VARIOUS RECIPIENTS/UNDESIGNATED1

29%

11%

9%

6%

5%

4%

4%

2%

9%

21%

TOTAL 625
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perSpeCTive oN 
The New JerSey 
reSpoNSe
By
Nina Stack, President
Council of New Jersey Grantmakers

As this report makes clear, private and corporate philanthropy 

was exceptionally responsive after Hurricane Sandy came 

crashing into New Jersey’s coastal communities, flooding towns 

as far as 30 miles from the ocean, and upending the lives of 

thousands of our neighbors, schools, small businesses and 

communities. As we approach the second anniversary, however, 

the need is still great with many outstanding nonprofits at 

the forefront of the rebuilding and future resiliency efforts. 

Philanthropy’s role is not finished. 

Housing remains the primary challenge. For renters and 

homeowners alike the seemingly endless obstacles—changing 

rules, mounting paperwork, disappearing contractors and 

misinformation—to rebuilding and returning home are 

monumental. According to Staci Berger of the Housing and 

Community Development Network of New Jersey, “one way to 

measure need is to look at the primary government housing 

rebuilding program RREM (Reconstruction, Rehabilitation, 

Elevation, and Mitigation). The most recent State report found 

at a minimum, 10,000 Sandy-impacted households still need 

homes created, rebuilt or repaired.” From the Ocean County Long 

Term Recovery Group we learn that “for every person we meet in 

the RREM system there is another one who is not registered.” 

Dina Long, Mayor of Sea Bright, still remains out of her home 

nearly two years after the storm. In a recent article, she said:

“Having lost my home and still being displaced almost two years 

after the storm, I feel like I have a pretty good understanding 

of what many people are dealing with in terms of the Sandy 

legacy. It’s frustrating because for folks like me and thousands 

of other people, Sandy is still an everyday thing for us. For most 

of the country and New Jersey, everybody’s moved on, they think 

Sandy’s over, it’s all better. I think they don’t realize that it’s still 

going on today.” 

Talking with Donna Blaze, CEO of the Affordable Housing 

Alliance (AHA) you also learn that 45 percent of those 

seeking assistance are paying rent and a mortgage 

payment, with the ratios in Ocean County even higher.  

Blaze also sees rents increasing as victims with more 

means are able to pay more while waiting for their homes to 

be repaired. This leaves those with less means struggling 

to make mortgage payments on houses that are not yet 

habitable plus rent with fewer and fewer options. 

To assist with some of these issues a number of innovative 

and effective programs are getting underway and showing 

results. In July of this year, the AHA opened a storefront 

housing recovery center in Monmouth County and launched 

a traveling center on wheels in order to reach into Ocean 

and Atlantic counties. 

New Jersey Community Capital, one of New Jersey’s leading 

statewide CDFIs created a Gap Funding Initiative (GFI) that 

offers grants of up to $20,000 to help homeowners cover 

the gap beyond what RREM provides toward the costs of 

home repairs they face as a result of Hurricane Sandy. 

The clock continues to tick in a number of ways. Of deepest 

concern to many is the end of the State’s contract with 

Catholic Charities, which has been managing the bulk of the 

case management. Set to end October 31st, an anticipated 

extension, however, will only provide a maximum 6 months, 

at which point it is unclear what will happen to the hundreds 

of active cases as well as the hundreds more who have not 

yet been registered in the system. 

Throughout the state, central to so many of the personal 

recovery stories have been the Long Term Recovery Groups 

(LTRGs). Working through volunteer committees focused 

on case management, emotional support, and advocacy 

issues (to name just a few), the LTRGs are the linchpin on 

which so much of the victims’ recovery has hinged. With 

LTRGs in Atlantic, Bergen, Cumberland, Essex, Hudson, 

Middlesex, Monmouth, Ocean, Gloucester and Salem 

counties, as well as a LTRG dedicated solely to Atlantic 

City—they are on the day-to-day frontlines. Sadly only the 

Ocean County LTRG has enough funding in place to carry it 

forward into next year, and only then until June 2015. One 

worries how the vitally important work—the local safety net 

for so many—will continue. 

And then there are those working to help our communities, 

municipalities and counties rebuild and plan for the 

future—the inevitable next disaster. New Jersey Future 

and Sustainable Jersey are standouts for their programs 

of embedding planning professionals directly into some 

of our hardest-hit communities. New Jersey Future has 

placed Local Recovery Planning Managers in six Sandy 

communities where they are working on Strategic Recovery 

Planning Reports, community vulnerability assessments, 

securing resources and implementing plans. Sustainable 

Jersey launched the NJ Resiliency Network whereby 

Resiliency Managers work with local officials to identify 

needs and technical assistance resources for the towns so 

that they may become more resilient to future extremes.

Throughout the past two years, New Jersey has seen our 

exceptional nonprofit community take on challenges they 

never imagined supported by private philanthropy. They 

continue to inspire and serve, bringing innovative ideas that 

can and will prove to be the solutions that our neighbors 

and communities both need and will build upon.

neW Jersey continued
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Hurricane Sandy created waves 13 feet above low tide 
and inflicted an unprecedented level of damage on New 
York City and Long Island. Beyond flooding the subways 
and causing power outages for millions of residents, this 
disaster left 305,000 homes in the region damaged 
or destroyed, affected 265,000 businesses, and took 
the lives of 53 people. The total estimated cost of the 
disaster to the region was $32 billion.9

hurrIcane sandy:

profile of The 
fouNdATioN ANd 
CorporATe reSpoNSe 
iN New york CiTy ANd 
loNg iSlANd

FouNdatioNS aNd CoRpoRatioNS Gave moRe thaN 
$107 millioN FoR the NeW yoRk aRea ReSpoNSe
Foundations, corporations, and other institutional donors 
from the New York City area offered exceptional support 
following the disaster. Overall, Foundation Center identified 
$107.4 million in Hurricane Sandy response giving from 
institutional donors that either funded New York City- or Long 
Island-based organizations10 ($101.3 million) or funded 
recipients in other locations but included an explicit focus 
on New York City or Long Island or specific communities 
within the region ($6.1 million). However, this figure does 
not capture most giving to national relief organizations, as 
funders rarely identify specific communities when making 
these gifts, or contributions where funders may have intended 
a focus on New York City and Long Island but did not include 
this information in the descriptions of their gifts. As a result, 
the figure cited above undercounts the full commitment of 
institutional donors to the relief, recovery, and rebuilding of 
New York City and Long Island communities.

NeW yoRk aRea FuNdeRS pRovided moSt 
SuppoRt taRGetiNG the ReGioN
Of the $107.4 million in Hurricane Sandy response funding 
explicitly focused on New York City and Long Island, just 
over three-quarters came from 101 New York City and Long 
Island-based institutional donors. By number of gifts, the 
share climbed to more than four out of every five gifts. The 
Robin Hood Foundation ranked as the single largest provider 
of support focused explicitly on the New York City and Long 
Island area by far ($41.4 million) and also the single largest 
Hurricane Sandy response funder overall. The next-largest 
donor, the Ford Foundation, provided $6.1 million for the 
explicit benefit on the New York area.

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. Gifts specifying a focus on New York City and Long Island communities may also focus on other regions or communities.

TOTAL AMOUNT
$107.4 M

TOTAL NO. OF GIFTS
1,157

76% NEW YORK FUNDERS

OTHER FUNDERS24%
83% NEW YORK FUNDERS

OTHER FUNDERS17%

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Corporate Support for New York City and Long Island from New York Funders

PERCENT OF
DOLLARS

PERCENT OF
GIFTS

Robin Hood Foundation

Ford Foundation

JPMorgan Chase & Co. Corporate Giving Program

Fund for the City of New York

GE Foundation

The Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust

Citi and Citi Foundation

Hess Corporation Contributions Program

New York Community Trust1

The Staten Island Foundation

Robert R. McCormick Foundation

Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts

William Randolph Hearst Foundation

Carnival Foundation

NoVo Foundation

NY

NY

OH

NY

CT

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

IL

NY

NY

FL

NY

$41,367,953

6,109,500

5,162,097

4,855,000

4,000,000

3,000,000

2,555,616

2,550,000

2,233,000

2,183,332

2,169,174

1,355,377

1,325,000

1,250,000

1,150,000

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Top Foundation and Corporate Funders for New York City 
and Long Island*

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. Includes cash donations and employee 
matching gifts to organizations; excludes grants to individuals, program-related 
investments, and in-kind gifts.  Gifts may focus on multiple regions. List includes 
contributions made by donors to other donors included in the analysis. However, 
giving between donors has been excluded from the aggregate analysis of 
disaster response giving to avoid double-counting contributions.  For a few 
funders, figures represent their most current announced commitments, even if 
this information was not available in time for inclusion in the aggregate analysis.

* The Brooklyn Community Foundation indicates that it has committed over 
$3.5 million for the Hurricane Sandy response. Due to a lack of detailed 
information at the time this analysis was completed, most of this giving is not 
reflected in the aggregate totals and the share directed to benefit recipients in 
the New York City and Long Island area could not be determined.

1 The New York Community Trust website indicates that the foundation has now 
committed over $4 million for its Hurricane Sandy response. Information on 
approximately $2.5 million of this total was available at the time this analysis was 
completed and is reflected in the aggregate totals. Therefore, the total amount 
currently specified as focusing on the New York City and Long Island response 
may underrepresent the foundation's overall commitment to this region.
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9  Ibid.

10  Figures include recipient organizations located in New York City (Bronx, Kings, New York, 
Queens, and Richmond counties) and Long Island (Nassau and Suffolk counties).
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humaN SeRviCeS, houSiNG, aNd CommuNity 
developmeNt led amoNG pRioRitieS FoR NeW 
yoRk City aNd loNG iSlaNd-FoCuSed GiviNG
Addressing the human service needs of New York City and 
Long Island residents impacted by Hurricane Sandy accounted 
for the largest share of institutional donor support focused on 
the area ($30.8 million, or 29 percent). Capturing the next-
largest shares were housing ($22.3 million, or 21 percent) 
and economic and community development ($21.1 million, or 
20 percent). While many grants focused either on housing or 
on community rebuilding, some addressed both priorities. For 
example, the Altman Foundation made a $250,000 grant to 
the Mayor’s Fund to Advance New York City for the New York City 
Housing and Neighborhood Recovery Donors Collaborative. 
Other leading priorities included health, education, legal 
services, the arts, and the environment. An example of funding 
in the latter category was the New York Foundation’s $35,000 
grant to the New York City Environmental Justice Alliance to 
influence New York City’s industrial waterfront policies, reduce 
cumulative contamination and public health risks posed 
by storm surges and climate change, and pursue a Sandy 
Regional Environmental Justice Recovery Agenda.

neW york city and Long isLand

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Corporate Funding for New York City and Long Island by Issue Focus
PERCENT OF DOLLARS PERCENT OF GIFTS

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. Gifts specifying a focus on New York City and Long Island communities may also focus on other regions or communities.

1 Various recipients named but no purpose and amount specified for individual gifts; or no recipients specified at time of pledge.

HUMAN SERVICES

HOUSING AND SHELTER

ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

HEALTH/MENTAL HEALTH

EDUCATION

LEGAL SERVICES

ARTS AND CULTURE

ENVIRONMENT

OTHER

VARIOUS RECIPIENTS/UNDESIGNATED1

29%

21%

20%

5%

4%

3%

3%

2%

7%

7%

TOTAL $107.4 M

HUMAN SERVICES

ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

HOUSING AND SHELTER

ARTS AND CULTURE

ENVIRONMENT

HEALTH/MENTAL HEALTH

LEGAL SERVICES

EDUCATION

OTHER

VARIOUS RECIPIENTS/UNDESIGNATED1

38%

12%

11%

7%

6%

5%

3%

3%

10%

6%

TOTAL 1,157

Long Island

Staten Island

Rockaways

Coney Island

Broad Channel

14%

10%

10%

4%

1%

$15.6 Million

10.6 Million

10.2 Million

4.7 Million

.9 Million

COMMUNITY AMOUNTPERCENT

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Foundation and Corporate Funding Focused on Selected New York City and Long Island Communities

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. Figures represent giving to recipient organizations located in the specified communities or for relief, recovery, or 
rebuilding efforts focused on those communities. Includes only communities capturing at least 1 percent of dollars that could be identified as explicitly 
focusing on New Jersey. Gifts specifying a focus on New Jersey communities may also focus on other regions or communities.

TOTAL $107.4 MILLION

LONG ISLAND

ROCKAWAYS

STATEN ISLAND

BROAD CHANNEL
CONEY ISLAND

Mayor’s Fund to Advance New York City

Local Initiatives Support Corporation New York City

American Red Cross in Greater New York

United Way of Long Island

Single Stop USA

New Yorkers for Children

Friends of Rockaway

New York Legal Assistance Group

New York Foundation for the Arts

Jewish Federations of North America

$18,701,895

6,968,553

5,349,346

2,550,000

2,043,000

1,700,000

1,595,000

1,475,000

1,250,000

1,250,000

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

Top New York City and Long Island Recipients of 
Foundation and Corporate Funding

Source: Foundation Center, 2014. List excludes recipients located in other 
states that received gifts explicitly focused on New York and Long Island. Gifts 
may focus on multiple regions.

the hurrIcane sandy 
resPonse for staten Island
Staten Island was among the many areas hardest hit by Hurricane 
Sandy. Approximately 16 percent of the borough was flooded, and 
close to half of the 53 area residents who died during the storm 
lived on Staten Island. In response to this devastation, foundations, 
corporations, and other institutional donors included a specific 
focus on Staten Island in disaster response giving totaling  
$10.6 million. Funding supported a range of efforts from providing 
immediate relief efforts to cleaning up affected areas to ensuring 
access to housing. Examples of other priorities include the Robin 
Hood Foundation’s $65,000 award to Community Health Action 
Staten Island to canvass door-to-door to connect families to 
needed health care and benefits; The Staten Island Foundation’s 
$50,000 grant to Richmond Senior Services for a Sandy Outreach 
Center; and the New York Community Trust’s $44,000 grant to the 
Staten Island Not for Profit Association to strengthen Staten Island 
nonprofit organizations’ ability to respond to disasters (a project 
conceived by The Staten Island Foundation).
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perSpeCTive oN 
The New york AreA 
reSpoNSe
Prepared by
Philanthropy New York

In 2005, Hurricanes Katrina and Rita ripped through the Gulf 

Coast and devastated much of New Orleans and surrounding 

communities. Responding to the overwhelming interest of its 

membership, Philanthropy New York (what was then the New York 

Regional Association of Grantmakers, or NYRAG) stepped up to 

coordinate funder responses to the disaster and established the 

Gulf Coast Recovery Task Force. 

In addition to helping funders make the most of their resources, 

Philanthropy New York’s multi-year work on disaster response 

included the research and development of the report “Best 

Practices in Disaster Grantmaking: Lessons from the Gulf Coast.” 

The report came out in 2008 and drew upon extensive research 

into how charitable dollars were spent, similar to this report but 

focusing only on grants by Philanthropy New York (PNY) members, 

and interviews with individual funders. The most enduring wisdom 

in that report is a set of “Best Practices, Practices to Avoid and 

Future Investment Opportunities” (herein referred to simply as 

the “Best Practices”). These best practices have been cited 

frequently in disaster response literature, and the report 

remains one of our more popular resources. 

As Hurricane Sandy approached New York City in October 

2012, we revisited the report knowing it contained 

important ideas that we should integrate into our thinking. 

As Philanthropy New York became deeply involved in the 

philanthropic response to Hurricane Sandy, we referred to 

those Best Practices on an almost daily basis. 

Determined to live up to the report’s mandate for 

philanthropy to share information and utilize existing 

relationships, Philanthropy New York hosted dozens of 

conference calls, webinars and in-person coordination 

meetings in the days, weeks and months following Sandy. 

Our first call with funders, government disaster response 

officials and community leaders occurred before the waters 

even receded, when Lower Manhattan was still in the dark 

and PNY’s offices were still inaccessible. In those early 

days, we developed a special section of our website with as 

much information about the philanthropic response to the 

disaster as we could collect, including all the grants and 

pledges that were being made by foundations, corporations, 

individual donors and many other entities. We held half-day 

conferences for funders, government officials and nonprofits 

at both the six-month mark and at the one-year anniversary 

of the disaster, both of which focused on recovery progress 

and high-priority areas for philanthropic response. 

This immersion in the response to Hurricane Sandy over the 

past two years has let us see the degree to which the Best 

Practices remain relevant. The research detailed in this 

report, developed in a partnership of Philanthropy New York, 

the Council of New Jersey Grantmakers, Foundation Center 

and the Center on Disaster Philanthropy, further solidifies 

our first-hand knowledge and understanding.

neW york city and Long isLand continued
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after sandy: a neW looK at dIsaster PhIlanthroPy best PractIce
The analysis in this section is informed by the Foundation 
Center research but is primarily based on observations of the 
Philanthropy New York staff over the past two years, not on 
additional new interviews.

Here, we list the best practices, practices to avoid and future 
investment opportunities from the 2008 report in green and 
then reflect on if those practices stayed relevant and central in 
the response to Hurricane Sandy. 

key:

 Ŧ Philanthropic community incorporated this practice.

 ť This practice was not central to the philanthropic 
response.

 Ť It is either unclear how this practice was incorporated 
into the philanthropic response or its application was 
mixed within the philanthropic community.

We have grouped the best practices, practices to avoid 
and opportunities for the future from the original report by 
common theme. First, we present the areas where the New 
York philanthropic community incorporated these practices in 
their response to Hurricane Sandy: 

 Ŧ Share information with other funders and with 
nonprofits. Foster collaborative relationships with 
peers, share ideas and funding opportunities and 
encourage direct communication with nonprofit 
organizations in the affected communities. 

 Ŧ Create a nationally relevant information resource. 
Collaborate with other funders to develop a practical, 
user-friendly resource that distills information about 
community needs and grantmaking opportunities 
into a reference document that encourages 
communication among funders. 

 Ŧ oppoRtuNity: develop opportunities for funder 
cooperation and collaboration. Maximize resources 
flowing to [the region] by sharing information and 
developing strategic funding responses. 

About eight months after the disaster and countless meetings 
hosted by both PNY and many of its member foundations, 
the New York Community Trust’s Pat Jenney quipped in the 
introduction to yet another coordinating meeting that “Sandy 
is the storm that launched a thousand meetings.” It is very 
safe to say that, in the response to Hurricane Sandy, New 
York’s philanthropic community truly committed to learning 
from and sharing information with one another and the larger 
community of nonprofits and government entities working 
on disaster recovery. Many foundations came together 
around specific recovery interests, like housing or resilience 
for the elderly or community economic development. Many 
foundations also made their Sandy grantmaking very public 
on their websites to show what organizations and types of 
projects were being funded. 

Funders relied heavily upon, and invested in, the regional 
association, Philanthropy New York. But many also organized 
their own gatherings and cooperative efforts that drew 

together funders of similar interests. Even though little in the 
way of formal collaborative funds were pooled (see more 
below), funders nonetheless came together frequently to 
discuss what was happening in communities across the 
region and what foundations should know to make the most 
of their grantmaking. 

Regarding a national information resource, PNY’s approach 
was to create a living online document that would pull 
together the most relevant information possible about what 
organizations were soliciting donations on Sandy relief, 
what foundations had made commitments, what organizing 
activities were taking place, what resources were available 
for those that wanted to learn more, news stories on disaster 
response and PNY blog posts on the subject. We maintained 
that site adding and amending information on a daily basis 
for about a year and a half following the disaster. And we are 
now producing this report, which we hope will do a good job 
of summarizing both the overall philanthropic response to the 
disaster and some of the learning from the process. 

 Ŧ utilize key people in the affected communities. 
Recognize, respect and utilize the skills and knowledge 
of key people and local leaders in the affected 
communities.

 Ŧ utilize existing relationships to gather information. 
Leverage existing relationships with both nonprofit 
partners in the local community and philanthropic 
peers who are funding in the region to learn of needs, 
opportunities and potential funding relationships in 
affected areas.

This is a set of ideas that the New York philanthropic 
community seems to have truly embraced in its response 
to Hurricane Sandy. We did not witness funders seeking to 
create new organizations or directing resources to inauthentic 
community “leaders” as authorities on the response. We 
did hear a great deal of emphasis on the need to seek 
out community leaders who were truly recognized in 
neighborhoods as the source of information and the place 
people go for help. 

We had high rates of participation in conference calls, 
meetings and conferences that gave funders opportunities to 
hear from nonprofits, community leaders, government officials 
and other funders about what was happening and what were 
the needs as they evolved. 

 Ŧ Be proactive. Don’t wait for nonprofit organizations in 
the affected communities to request assistance-make 
phone calls and offer support.

 Ŧ expand funding focus. Recognize the extraordinary 
circumstances that arise following disasters and look for 
opportunities to fund outside traditional funding areas.

We heard from many of our members that they reached 
out to their grantees—all types of grantees—in the days 
and weeks following the disaster to understand how they 
were doing and whether they needed help in responding to 
community needs or in recovering themselves. Many funders 
made grants in programmatic or geographic areas that they 
normally did not. Robin Hood Foundation, for example, 
funded outside of New York City for the first time and 
sought out the help of New Jersey and Long Island leaders 
to better understand the needs in those communities. The 
Staten Island Foundation and the Brooklyn Community 
Foundation both set up disaster relief funds and dedicated 
huge amounts of staff time to reaching out to nonprofits in 
their communities to support recovery work that was often 
very different from the normal type of work these community 
organizations had been working on. 

Very few foundations have disaster grantmaking as a regular 
program area. So, in that way almost every funder who made 
a Sandy donation to a grantee not already in their portfolio 
expanded their funding focus. But in addition to that, many 
funders expanded beyond their usual geographic areas or 
beyond their usual programmatic concerns. The vast needs 
that were glaringly apparent in Staten Island, the Rockaways, 
Long Island and other geographically remote areas 
motivated many funders to make grants in places where 
they had not had much involvement before. But funders also 
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learned that certain communities also had strong community 
organizations that weren’t necessarily part of the established 
disaster relief organizational apparatus that needed support, 
so funders made grants to those types of organizations, 
often for the first time. 

 Ŧ Simplify the application process. Modify the grant 
application process to minimize demands made 
on nonprofits in the weeks and months following 
a disaster, and utilize common application forms 
whenever possible.

 Ŧ avoid: Failing to modify application and reporting 
requirements. Following a disaster, loss of data, lack 
of basic equipment and decreased staffing may make 
it impossible for nonprofit organizations to submit 
traditional applications and collect data typically 
required for reporting. Foundations must recognize 
these very real limitations.

We heard from many funders that they had created a 
special, streamlined process for getting grant dollars to 
nonprofits for Sandy recovery. With nonprofits that were 
already in their portfolios, many foundations said that they 
simply asked the nonprofit how much they needed, wrote 
a check and asked the nonprofit to report on how they 
spent the funds. Other foundations that were soliciting 
grants from new organizations with which they didn’t have 
existing relationships often had very streamlined application 
processes. Some foundations stated that, at the end of 
Sandy funding grant periods, they expect nonprofits to be at 
normal capacity and to report in a normal way on how grants 
are expended. Still, there seems to be a basic understanding 
among New York’s funding community that exceptional times 
during the aftermath of the disaster called for modification 
of standard application and reporting requirements. 

 Ŧ avoid: Failing to recognize the role of faith-based 
organizations in the immediate disaster recovery 
process. As cornerstones of many communities in 
[the region], many faith-based organizations had 
existing structures in place to meet community needs; 
however, they were often overlooked when funding was 
distributed. 

Faith-based social service organizations actually form the 
backbone of the established disaster-relief and recovery 
system in New York. New York Disaster Interfaith Services 
(NYDIS) worked very closely with Philanthropy New York 
over the entire course of our involvement in coordinating 
the philanthropic response. Catholic Charities, which 
received many of the City dollars for relief efforts and case 
management, is deeply imbedded in many of the hardest-hit 
communities and worked alongside secular neighborhood 
development organizations also working on recovery. Faith-
based organizations (at least the large institutional ones) 
were certainly deeply respected and involved in recovery 
efforts and the philanthropic community recognized their 
central role in communities. 

 Ŧ avoid: lacking awareness of federal policies 
that impact disaster recovery. When funding in 
disaster recovery, foundations should have a basic 
understanding of federal policies that directly impact 
the recovery process (e.g., the Stafford Act). Do not 
“waste” philanthropic funding on actions that should 
be funded by the federal government. 

 Ŧ oppoRtuNity: effect change in local and state 
policy. Support nonprofit organizations that are 
working to change legislative policies that propagate 
racial, social and economic inequality [in the region].

The New York funding community went out of its way to 
include government officials at nearly every stage of its 
efforts to assist in the recovery, and the common refrain 
seemed to be, “what can philanthropy do to fill the needs 
that government isn’t or can’t?” A very large set of funders 
attended gatherings at the six-month and one-year 
anniversaries of Sandy that focused on needs unmet by 
governement and finding the best role for philanthropy. The 
federal government and its role was very much on the mind of 
the funding community because so much press attention was 
focused on how long it took for Congress to come through 
with funding commitments and then several more months 
for federal agencies to provide any indication about how the 
funds would be spent. HUD only said how it would allocate 

its funds almost at the six-month mark after the disaster. By 
that time, most funders had already made their Sandy-related 
funding commitments, although many did continue to provide 
recovery funding in communities well after that time. Most of 
the vast sums of government funding for Sandy recovery are 
being allocated for infrastructure rebuilding, housing recovery 
and long-term resiliency planning. Foundations seemed to 
direct much of their funding after the first six-month period 
to efforts that government tends to ignore, like community 
development organizing, grassroots community organizations 
and legal help for families to better navigate the system. 

Funders like North Star Fund, Brooklyn Community 
Foundation and New York Foundation continue to tirelessly 
beat the drum of the imperative of State and City government 
to listen to communities and have committed their funds 
accordingly. The New York City and State governments 
have heard their voices and acknowledged the need to 
focus recovery resources in ways that decrease rather than 
increase inequality. It is not clear that Sandy recovery efforts 
can mitigate larger inequality trends in housing, low-wage 
work and access to basic community resources that were 
exacerbated by the storm, but New York funders have 
certainly advocated long and hard to be sure that federal, 
state and local government heard the message.

These are the areas where it seems the New York 
philanthropic community did not thoroughly incorporate the 
practices into their response to Hurricane Sandy: 

 ť Create a dynamic funder collaborative. Partner with 
other funders to create a flexible, adaptable information-
sharing method that has the ability to adapt its purpose 
and function to the changing needs of its membership 
through all stages of the recovery process.

 ť Create collaborative funding efforts. Work with 
peers to pool funds and maximize financial resources 
available to the affected areas.

The New York philanthropic community did come together 
for many coordinating meetings and seemed to share a 
great deal of information. It may be a result of the unusually 
large number and diversity of funders in the region that the 
philanthropic community did not create a single funder 
collaborative that could function as the central, agreed-upon 
locus of organizing. However, several collaborative efforts did 
emerge. For one, Philanthropy New York stepped up early 
and performed many of the functions that this best practice 
item implies. But PNY was never the official coordinator of 
the philanthropic response to Hurricane Sandy and many 
foundations produced their own convenings on Sandy 
recovery. With its fairly comprehensive Sandy response 

neW york city and Long isLand continued
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web pages, PNY was most likely considered the central 
information hub regarding the philanthropic community’s 
recovery efforts. We possessed a certain imprimatur for New 
York-based funders when we were the designated leader of 
the NYRAG Gulf Coast Recovery Task Force. There was no 
such designated central voice with Hurricane Sandy. 

On pooled funds, Deutsche Bank gathered 15 funders 
to work in close partnership with the City Administration 
to create the New York City Housing & Neighborhood 
Recovery Donors Collaborative. This collaborative attracted 
$3.255 million, which was distributed to 34 nonprofit 
organizations helping to restore and strengthen housing and 
neighborhoods. Deutsche was joined by AARP Foundation, 
Altman Foundation, Bank of America, Berkshire Taconic 
Community Foundation, Capital One, Citi Foundation, 
JPMorgan Chase, Goldman Sachs Bank USA, Hearst 
Foundations, HSBC Bank USA, New York Community Trust, 
The Rockefeller Brothers Fund, The Rockefeller Foundation, 
Robin Hood Foundation, and the Toyota Foundation. An 
administrator hired to facilitate the collaborative also 
ensured that grants were coordinated with the efforts of 
the Brooklyn Community Foundation and The Staten Island 
Foundation though they did not directly contribute. In 
addition, the Mayor’s Fund to Advance New York City, the 
fiscal agent for the collaborative, contributed over $600,000 
in matching funds for a portion of the grants. The group 
continues to meet and share information. The Mayor’s Fund’s 
larger general disaster recovery fund could be considered a 
“pooled fund,” but it is actually a quasi-government agency 
that is designed to receive private funds rather than function 
as a coordinating body for philanthropic concerns. 

Although the concept of creating a central pooled fund 
similar to the NYRAG Gulf Coast Recovery Task Force was 
floated several times in the early coordinating meetings 
hosted by PNY, the New York philanthropic community 
did not gravitate toward the establishment of a central 
formalized collaborative or pooled fund. A group of six 
funders—Citi Foundation, New York Life, New York Community 

Trust/Long Island Community Foundation, ASPCA, Ford 
Foundation and Center for Disaster Philanthropy—did come 
together to fund and organize a one-year anniversary set 
of programming and site visits that shone light on unmet 
needs. But this was not a pooled fund in the conventional 
sense, but rather a jointly funded project. 

 ť put staff “on the ground.” Use staff to develop 
relationships in the affected communities, to garner 
knowledge about the ever-changing needs of the 
communities as they move through the recovery 
process, and to provide practical, skills-based support 
to nonprofit organizations in the days immediately 
following the disaster. 

Some funders like Brooklyn Community Foundation, North 
Star Fund, New York Foundation and The Staten Island 
Foundation did devote an immense amount of human capital 
to recovery efforts and did spend a good deal of time in 
the hardest-hit communities. But we are unaware of any 
New York foundations that imbedded staff into community 
organizations in the days immediately following the disaster 
in the way this best practice item implies. 

These are the practices where it is either unclear how this 
practice was incorporated into the philanthropic response or 
its application was mixed within the philanthropic community.

 Ť defer a portion of grant dispersal. Rather than providing 
only short-term funding to the affected communities, wait 
to see what “gaps” need to be filled and provide medium- 
and long-term funding in those areas. 

 Ť avoid: investing quickly rather than well. If funders 
do not have existing relationships in a region, they 
should talk to other funders and learn. Do not give 
money to the largest institutions in the region in the 
hope it will trickle down to those that are actually 
serving the communities in need.

In many of the early conversations in the weeks and months 
following Hurricane Sandy, this topic arose frequently. The 
vast majority of foundations that supported Sandy recovery 
did seem to take it to heart and mix their funding across 

immediate relief efforts and long-term recovery efforts, and 
recognize that there would be additional needs that would 
arise well after the one-year mark. But the private and family 
foundations that were part of those conversations were not the 
sum of institutional giving that is outlined in this report. The 
majority of corporate giving went to the American Red Cross, 
which is generally associated with immediate relief (although, 
as this report discusses, the Red Cross did distribute its funds 
to a mix of short-, mid- and long-term recovery operations). 
Notably, Robin Hood Foundation, which became the largest 
private funder of Sandy recovery efforts, explicitly stated that it 
would not follow this best practice. It dispersed all of the funds 
it raised within six months after Sandy, before federal dollars 
had even been allocated. It mandated that its grantees spend 
the money it granted within one year. So the idea of “holding 
back” portions of recovery funds for a time when unmet needs 
become apparent in the years following a disaster was not 
adopted by the whole funding community. 

As this research indicates, the vast number of commitments 
made in the immediate aftermath of Sandy—especially 
among corporations who made donations in the immediate 
weeks following the storm—went to the American Red Cross, 
similar to past disasters. But unlike past disasters across 
the United States, two local entities were able to position 
themselves as reliable and worthy recipients of funds and 
brought in tens of millions of dollars to then distribute to local 
organizations well known to them. Those organizations, Robin 
Hood Foundation and the Mayor’s Fund to Advance New York 
City, know the city’s poverty-fighting nonprofit community 
exceptionally well. Additionally, many local funders committed 
a mix of short-term relief grants and longer-term recovery 
grants. But this best practice item seems directed more at 
non-local funders making large commitments to the expected 
institutions. For those funders, Sandy seemed to be like most 
disasters and the go-to recipient was the Red Cross.

 Ť Be willing to take risks. Overcome the inherent 
cautiousness of foundations and invest in nonprofit 
organizations that have not previously received 
significant support from the philanthropic community.

The biggest risk funders undertook was directing funds to 
grantees doing disaster recovery work that was far outside 
their usual areas of expertise. For example, the Red Hook 
Initiative, which is primarily a youth development organization, 
became a central organizer of relief and recovery efforts in 
that community—and many foundations provided new funding 
for those efforts. Some funders supported organizations like 
Occupy Sandy, which cropped up in the wake of the disaster. 
But most funders turned to their existing grantees and asked 
them how they could be of help in the disaster response. This 
“take risks” idea is one that funders may have had in mind, 
but didn’t act upon when so many existing grantees were very 
ready to perform. 

 Ť Strengthen local philanthropy. Use financial 
resources, and staff expertise and time to invest in 
and develop local philanthropic organizations. Stronger 
local philanthropic organizations will yield stronger 
nonprofit organizations.

 Ť oppoRtuNity: Support and empower local 
philanthropy. Increase the capacity, influence and 
power of local philanthropy by developing partnerships 
and collaborative funding opportunities.

Whether or not the funders of New York contributed to the 
building of a stronger philanthropic infrastructure during the 
Sandy response is somewhat debatable—in part because its 
philanthropic organizations were already relatively strong. It 
is possible to assert that New York’s philanthropic community 
had already invested well in its infrastructure organizations 
and that is why additional investments in the midst of the 
Sandy response seemed unnecessary. Philanthropy New 
York received a small grant from one funder early on in the 
response to support its work organizing the philanthropic 
response. The group of six funders noted above came together 
to support a set of convenings at the one-year anniversary of 
the Sandy disaster that proved to be immensely valuable and 
supportive of the larger philanthropic community’s ongoing 
response to Sandy. The New York funding community did not 
see the development or growth of philanthropic infrastructure 
organizations as an imperative of the Sandy response. 

neW york city and Long isLand continued
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 Ť avoid: Failing to respect time of nonprofit 
leaders. Many nonprofit leaders say that foundation 
representatives expect nonprofit practitioners to 
arrange tours, participate in meetings, and introduce 
them to other nonprofit providers and then fail to 
provide funding to the organization. Visits should not 
be made to a nonprofit organization unless funding for 
that organization is almost certain.

 Ť avoid: using a “philanthropic lens” rather than 
a “community lens” when looking at recovery. 
Foundations are often very paternalistic in the wake of 
disaster. It is imperative that affected communities be 
allowed to determine what they need for recovery. Trust 
those on the ground to make the decisions and listen 
to what they need.

The site visits and funder bus tours that PNY participated in 
or organized were all with organizations that were receiving 
grant dollars for Sandy recovery from our members. However, 
we can’t say if the whole of the funding community lived 
up to the expectation that nonprofits dealing with immense 
pressures in recovery efforts should not be imposed upon 
without clear support. 

The “community lens” idea was certainly expressed by many 
of the leading foundations that were deeply involved in Sandy 
recovery efforts. We did not hear of heavy-handed foundation 
initiatives that dictated to communities how they should 
perform relief or rebuilding work, but we can’t speak on 
behalf of communities in this regard. 

 Ť avoid: Failing to recognize recovery time required 
following a disaster. Funders need to recognize that it 
may take years, not weeks or months, for communities 
to return to their pre-disaster levels of operation.

On the one hand, New York funders certainly heard and 
articulated this idea clearly and strongly. Many foundations 
committed to multi-year funding for recovery grants and 
clearly recognized that recovery wouldn’t be complete for 
many years. However, following the one-year anniversary of 
Sandy, funder interest in discussions about Sandy recovery 
was limited. While there was a clear acknowledgment that 
communities had not fully recovered, few funders were 
involved in ongoing recovery efforts.  

 Ť avoid: Forcing nonprofit collaboration. Disaster 
recovery is not the time for nonprofit organizations to 
be developing radically new programs. Collaboration 
between nonprofits must occur organically and should 
not be forced.

We are not aware of any foundation-funded efforts that 
sought to mandate nonprofit collaboration as part of the 
Sandy recovery efforts. The discussion about collaboration 
in the Sandy recovery effort seemed to be more focused on 
information sharing to try to avoid duplication of efforts and 
coordinating resources to maximize outcomes.

 Ť avoid: Failing to respond to requests for funding.  
If requests for funding are received from organizations 
in disaster-affected areas, foundations should respond 
in a timely and respectful manner. If funding is not 
possible, use peer networks to introduce the nonprofit 
organization to other potential funders.

There is no research or anecdotal evidence available to weigh 
in on this best practice item. Most funders seemed to put 
emphasis on reaching out to their existing grantees to see what 
their disaster-related needs were or to make grants to new 
special, high-profile efforts like The Staten Island Foundation 
Non-Profit Recovery Fund, Robin Hood Foundation’s recovery 
fund and the Mayor’s Fund Sandy Relief Fund.

So, to what degree were the best practices laid out in the 
2008 report integrated into the philanthropic response to 
Hurricane Sandy? For the most part, it seems the core of 
the Best Practices were applied. 

Another key question is: Are these still the right Best 
Practices based on what we know now? Should we add to 
them or amend them? 

When Hurricane Sandy swept through the region, we were 
almost surprised by how many funders asked to get copies 
of the report that contained the Best Practices and how 
often they were referred to in the early months of the 
recovery. Over the following years, funders generally acted in 
accord with most of them. 

The areas where the New York funding community did not 
act on them—not establishing pooled funds or creating 
formal funder collaboratives—may not have been warranted 
in this particular disaster. That is a subject on which we 
invite discussion.

Our overview of the New York philanthropic response to the 
Hurricane Sandy disaster is based on our observations over 
the past two years and our experience working on other 
disasters. And while we hear from our members all the time, 
there is much we do not know. We welcome the thinking of all 
those who experienced the Sandy recovery effort and invite 
funders, nonprofits and government to share their insights. 

Overall, we do believe that these best practice items stood 
up over time. To let us know what you think, write to us at 
editor@philanthropynewyork.org. 
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Foundations, corporations, and other institutional donors 
have provided critical support to help individuals and 
communities recover and rebuild following the devastation 
of Hurricane Sandy. From funding the American Red Cross 
and other first responders to providing legal assistance to 
help survivors access insurance and government benefits 
to helping communities be better prepared for the next 
storm, institutional donors were engaged from the moment 
the storm ended. And several funders remain engaged in 
providing resources to make lives whole two years later.

The need for these types of support will undoubtedly 
continue. Climate change suggests that storms will continue 
to be more severe, droughts longer, and the affected 
populations more numerous. Terrorism did not end after 
September 11, 2001, and slow-moving humanitarian crises—
whether caused by untreatable diseases or despotic political 
leaders—persist in numerous locations around the world. 

As institutional donors continue to respond to these many 
disasters, the need for better understanding of how they 
can most effectively engage only increases. While this report 
captured over $380 million in foundation, corporate, and 
other institutional donor support following Hurricane Sandy, 
there were undoubtedly hundreds of other institutional 
donors that provided funding and other types of assistance 
in response to this disaster. Having better information on 
who is responding in a real-time way will enable funders to 
more precisely target their support to ensure that they are 
directing their resources to the areas of greatest need and 
not missing pronounced funding gaps.

Funders would also benefit from having more resources to 
help them to plan for their disaster response before the next 
disaster strikes. The lessons learned, culled by Philanthropy 
New York following the Gulf Coast Hurricanes and reflected 
upon in this report, offer an excellent example of how 
institutional donors can learn from their peers and make use 

of a powerful framework for thinking about how to respond 
following a natural disaster in a U.S. context. But the many 
types of disasters occurring globally may differ markedly 
in both impact and needed response and will benefit 
from similar attention and resources to help foundations, 
corporations, and other institutional donors be similarly 
creative, mindful, and coordinated in their responses.

The focus of the vast majority of institutional donors will 
remain on the priorities outlined in their mission statements 
and funding guidelines. Yet, while their grant applications 
may not reference disaster response funding, their actual 
giving suggests that a number will continue to provide critical 
support in response to disasters that touch lives in the 
communities where they fund and often beyond. Institutional 
donors, and the regional associations that serve them, were 
there when the skies cleared after Hurricane Sandy and 
they will be there again following future disasters—driven by 
compassion and even better prepared to respond.

conclusIon
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hurrIcane sandy resPonse funders
The following listing includes 593 foundation, corporate, and other institutional donors whose Hurricane Sandy response giving 
was included in this analysis. Figures generally represent the total amount awarded by each institution in cash contributions and 
employee matching gifts that could be identified and coded by Foundation Center as of June 30, 2014. These figures capture 
contributions made between funders included in this report but exclude in-kind gifts. This list also includes institutional donors 
whose contributions exclusively supported other donors included in this analysis and some donors whose giving information 
was not available in time for inclusion in the analysis. Finally, this list reflects the full amount committed to the Hurricane Sandy 
response whenever possible, even if not all of that support is reflected in the aggregate analysis of response giving.

alabaMa
lutheran Church missouri Synod $80,000

Community foundation of greater Birmingham $10,000

arIZona
hickey family foundation $100,000

arKansas
wal-mart Stores, inc. Corporate giving program $1,500,000

Tyson foods, inc. Corporate giving program $100,000

calIfornIa
Taiwan Buddhist Tzu Chi foundation, u.S.A. $10,000,000

wells fargo foundation $2,641,125

Apple inc. Contributions program $2,500,000

Blizzard entertainment $2,300,000

walt disney Company Contributions program $2,000,000

Conrad N. hilton foundation $1,200,000

Cisco Systems, inc. Corporate giving program $1,000,000

direct relief international $1,000,000

J-m manufacturing Company $1,000,000

Shimon ben Joseph foundation $1,000,000

Stubhub $1,000,000

wells fargo & Company Contributions program $1,000,000

San francisco foundation $555,000

American honda motor Co., inc. Corporate giving program $500,000

kia motors America, inc. Contributions program $500,000

Sutter health Corporate giving program $500,000

union Bank, N.A. Corporate giving program $500,000

Clorox Company Contributions program $442,000

levi Strauss foundation $304,640

visa inc. Corporate giving program $300,000

david and lucile packard foundation $250,000

ross Stores, inc. Corporate giving program $250,000

Amgen foundation $200,000

genentech foundation $200,000

pacific life foundation $200,000

westfield group $150,000

los Angeles lakers, inc. Contributions program $100,000

mazda North American operations Corporate giving program $100,000

Screen Actors guild foundation $100,000

Sempra energy foundation $100,000

gehr development Corporation $50,000

lisa and douglas goldman fund $50,000

gymboree Corporation Contributions program $50,000

mcphee outreach $50,000

retirement housing foundation $50,000

Sutter home winery $50,000

Southern California edison Company Contributions program $45,000

golden Boy promotions $44,292

Simpson Strong-Tie Company inc. $25,000

Skechers uSA, inc. Contributions program $25,000

Sidney e. frank foundation $20,000

wells fargo practice finance $20,000

olukai, llC $15,000

kings Care foundation $11,522

Autodesk, inc. Corporate giving program $10,000

Christian Community Credit union $10,000

dimont & Associates $10,000

Jackson rancheria Band of miwuk indians Corporate giving program $10,000

kimball foundation $10,000

Basketball marketing Company $5,000

redwood Credit union $3,893

CrN digital Talk radio $2,351

goodman Building Supply $2,328

horizons foundation $250

colorado
western union foundation $75,000

first data foundation $25,000

denver foundation $10,000

FouNdatioN aNd CoRpoRate doNoRS By State aNd total FuNdiNG

aPPendix a
connectIcut
ge foundation $5,100,000

Newman’s own foundation $1,000,000

Travelers Companies, inc. Corporate giving program $800,000

uBS Americas $575,085

united Technologies Corporation Contributions program $300,000

AmeriCares $250,000

hartford financial Services group, inc. Corporate giving program $250,000

Xerox Corporation Contributions program $250,000

viking global foundation inc. $200,000

louis Calder foundation $130,000

Aetna foundation $130,000

knights of Columbus $100,000

Community foundation of Northwest Connecticut $100,000

lone pine foundation $80,000

farm Credit east $65,000

rockville Bank foundation $25,000

uil holdings Corporation $25,000

Community foundation for greater New haven $20,000

rogers Corporation Contributions program $20,000

people’s united Community foundation $15,130

American Savings foundation $15,000

webster Bank Corporate giving program $10,000

delaWare
kendeda fund $590,000

Sallie mae fund $250,000

delphi financial group $50,000

islamic Soceity of delaware $5,000

dIstrIct of coluMbIa
Americans for a Better Tomorrow, Tomorrow $375,000

union privilege relief fund Trust $370,000

Center for disaster philanthropy inc. $344,600

pepco holdings, inc. Contributions program $330,000

AArp foundation $260,000

insurance medical Scientist Scholarship fund $100,000

mortgage Bankers Association $65,000

public welfare foundation $25,000

mazda foundation (uSA) $10,000

Butler family fund $2,000

florIda
Carnival foundation $2,000,000

miami dolphins Corporate giving program $500,000

John S. and James l. knight foundation $250,000

florida Association of realtors disaster relief fund $200,000

John f. Scarpa foundation $150,000

Jessie Ball dupont fund $100,000

raymond James financial, inc. Corporate giving program $100,000

SwS Charitable foundation $100,000

Tupperware Brands Corporation Contributions program $100,000

wellcare Community foundation $75,000

office depot foundation $30,000

liberty power Corp., l.l.C. $25,000

orlando magic, ltd. Corporate giving program $25,000

marine industries Association of palm Beach County $20,000

John A. & mary Clare ward family foundation $5,000

georgIa
Coca-Cola foundation $1,000,000

weather Company, inc. Contributions program $1,000,000

Thdf ii $900,000

upS Corporate giving program $500,000

Aflac Corporate giving program $200,000

Aaron’s foundation $150,000

Cox enterprises, inc. Corporate giving program $100,000

Cox media group $75,000

Carvel Corporation Contributions program $50,000

pratt industries (u.S.A) $25,000

haWaII
first insurance Company of hawaii, ltd. Corporate giving program $15,000

Idaho
BodyBuilding.com, llC $50,000

IllInoIs
robert r. mcCormick foundation $2,169,174

New york Times Neediest Cases fund $1,500,000

Allstate foundation $1,000,000

Abbott fund $820,000

National Association of realtors $510,000

discover financial Services Corporate giving program $500,000

mcdonald’s Corporation Contributions program $500,000

walgreen Co. Contributions program $350,000

grainger foundation inc. $270,000

State farm mutual Automobile insurance Company  
Contributions program $250,000

Northern Trust Corporation Contributions program $150,000

Circle of Service foundation $145,000

Allstate insurance Company Contributions program $125,000

motorola mobility foundation $125,000

Beam inc. Corporate giving program $100,000

John deere Corporate giving program $100,000

w. w. grainger, inc. Corporate giving program $100,000

united Airlines foundation $100,000

Constans-Culver foundation $65,000
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Sterigenics international, llC. $65,000

Ball foundation $50,000

daniel J. edelman $50,000

d. J. edelman family foundation $50,000

polk Bros. foundation $50,000

raw Thrills $50,000

elizabeth morse genius Charitable Trust $25,000

Joyce foundation $25,000

officemax incorporated Contributions program $25,000

pritzker foundation $25,000

rim logistics, ltd. $25,000

ronald mcdonald house Charities $25,000

omron foundation $20,000

prince Charitable Trusts $11,000

National marine manufacturers Association $10,000

underwriters laboratories inc. $10,000

American rental Association $6,000

IndIana
lilly endowment inc. $5,000,000

eli lilly and Company foundation $200,000

wellpoint foundation $150,000

Caremore foundation $150,000

lincoln financial foundation $80,500

directBuy $56,500

Community foundation of greater fort wayne $20,500

montgomery County Community foundation $1,000

IoWa
principal life insurance Company Contributions program $200,000

roy J. Carver Charitable Trust $10,000

Kansas
Sprint foundation $500,000

KentucKy
humana foundation $300,000

louIsIana
entergy Corporation Contributions program $200,000

Baton rouge Area foundation $70,000

MaIne
Td Charitable foundation $1,047,500

Maryland
eugene B. Casey foundation $1,000,000

harry and Jeanette weinberg foundation $1,000,000

Annie e. Casey foundation $500,000

J. willard and Alice S. marriott foundation $500,000

marriott international, inc. Corporate giving program $250,000

geiCo philanthropic foundation $185,000

Sherman fairchild foundation $100,000

morton k. and Jane Blaustein foundation $25,000

mexican hass Avocado importers Association $25,000

Automotive Aftermarket industry Association (AAiA) $10,000

Massachusetts
Stop & Shop Supermarket Company llC Corporate giving program $2,500,000

Santander Bank Corporate giving program $900,000

State Street Corporation Contributions program $500,000

New Balance foundation $250,000

doree Taylor Charitable foundation $250,000

American ireland fund $250,000

flatley foundation $200,000

dunkin’ donuts & Baskin-robbins Community foundation $100,000

dunkin’ Brands group inc. Contributions program $100,000

emC Corporation Contributions program $100,000

John hancock financial Services, inc. Corporate giving program $100,000

massmutual financial group Corporate giving program $100,000

romney for president $90,000

Two Ten footwear foundation $70,000

houghton mifflin harcourt publishing Company 
Contributions program $50,000

wayfair llC $50,000

TJX Companies, inc. Corporate giving program $50,000

perpetual Trust for Charitable giving $20,000

grand Circle foundation $10,000

lenze Americas Corporation $10,000

unifirst Corporation $6,000

Beveridge family foundation $5,000

MIchIgan
kresge foundation $550,000

dow Chemical Company Contributions program $350,000

general motors foundation $250,000

kellogg’s Corporate Citizenship fund $250,000

Bosch Community fund $200,000

Amway Corporation Contributions program $100,000

ford motor Company Contributions program $100,000

dick & Betsy family devos foundation $50,000

federal-mogul Corporation Contributions program $50,000

ford motor Company fund $50,000

delphi foundation $15,000

dow Chemical Company foundation $10,000

National Arab American medical Association inc. $10,000

Benefit outsourcing Solutions $6,600

dexter lions Club $1,000

aPPendix a continued

MInnesota
unitedhealth group incorporated Contributions program $1,000,000

general mills foundation $515,000

3m foundation $514,469

3m Company Contributions program $250,000

medtronic, inc. Corporate giving program $250,000

u.S. Bank N.A. Corporate giving program $250,000

minnesota vikings football Club, llC Corporate giving program $100,000

Cargill, incorporated Corporate giving program $50,000

Target Corporation Contributions program $50,000

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of minnesota foundation $10,000

michael foods, inc. Corporate giving program $10,000

MIssourI
enterprise holdings foundation $1,000,000

Anheuser-Busch foundation $189,500

Anheuser-Busch Companies, inc. Corporate giving program $100,000

Ameren Corporation Contributions program $50,000

maritz holdings, inc. Contributions program $20,000

nebrasKa
Td AmeriTrAde holding Corporation Contributions program $500,000

ConAgra foods, inc. Corporate giving program $100,000

lozier foundation $50,000

nevada
Caesars entertainment Corporation Contributions program $150,000

Caesars foundation $150,000

neW haMPshIre
C & S wholesale grocers, inc. Corporate giving program $150,000

Timberland Company Contributions program $10,000

Crimeline for hamptons $1,000

neW Jersey
hurricane Sandy New Jersey relief fund $10,048,600

robert wood Johnson foundation $7,735,780

prudential foundation $4,500,000

New Jersey recovery fund $4,040,950

Toys “r” us Children’s fund $1,500,000

merck & Co., inc. Corporate giving program $1,280,000

Community foundation of New Jersey $1,039,667

Bmw of North America, llC Corporate giving program $1,000,000

Chubb Corporation Contributions program $1,000,000

geraldine r. dodge foundation $1,000,000

mercedes-Benz uSA, llC Corporate giving program $1,000,000

wakefern food Corp. Contributions program $995,000

Johnson & Johnson Corporate giving program $895,000

horizon Charitable foundation $850,000

Sanofi foundation for North America $500,000

New york giants Corporate giving program $500,000

New york Jets Corporate giving program $500,000

oceanfirst foundation $500,000

Nrg energy, inc. Corporate giving program $328,500

verizon foundation $300,000

haven Savings Bank $250,000

hudson City Savings Bank Corporate giving program $250,000

meridian disaster relief fund $250,000

New york red Bulls Corporate giving program $250,000

Subaru of America foundation $250,000

hyde and watson foundation $224,500

kessler foundation $214,470

Brother international Corporation Contributions program $200,000

victoria foundation $200,000

Actavis Corporate giving program $200,000

henry and marilyn Taub foundation $165,000

Campbell Soup foundation $150,000

eisai uSA foundation $150,000

princeton Area Community foundation $128,281

Td Bank, N.A. Corporate giving program $100,000

Bio-reference laboratories $100,000

hess foundation $100,000

New york Shipping Association inc. $100,000

pSeg foundation $100,000

ronald mcdonald house Charities - New york Tri-State Area $100,000

united States maritime Alliance ltd. $100,000

Turrell fund $88,000

rita Allen foundation $85,000

realogy Charitable foundation $60,000

Bd Corporate giving program $50,000

domino foods $50,000

holman Automotive group $50,000

idT energy, inc. Contributions program $50,000

f. m. kirby foundation $50,000

South Jersey industries inc. $50,000

flying fish Brewing Company $45,000

united water foundation $40,000

daiichi Sankyo $25,000

fund for New Jersey $25,000

powerhouse equipment & engineering Co. $25,000

wyndham worldwide Corporation Contributions program $25,000

New Jersey historical Commission $17,976

healthcare foundation of New Jersey $17,615

Symbolic Systems $11,000

plymouth rock Assurance New Jersey $10,000

westfield foundation $10,000

New Jersey press foundation $5,000

peapack-gladstone Bank Corporate giving program $5,000
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fannie e. rippel foundation $5,000

east Coast Brewing Co llC $4,068

lawrence Township Community foundation $3,800

unity Bank $2,600

Atlantic County Bar Association $2,200

mustard Seed of Cape may County $1,500

neW MeXIco
Summit electric Supply Co., inc., Contributions program $11,325

neW yorK
robin hood foundation $80,912,535

Cantor fitzgerald relief fund $10,000,000

goldman Sachs group, inc. Corporate giving program $10,000,000

fund for City of New york $7,896,000

Citi and Citi foundation $6,472,216

ford foundation $6,192,000

hess Corporation Contributions program $5,500,000

New york Community Trust1 $4,000,000

Brooklyn Community foundation2 $3,500,000

The leona m. and harry B. helmsley Charitable Trust $3,000,000

The Staten island foundation $2,183,332

metlife foundation $2,125,000

Coach foundation $2,000,000

Andy warhol foundation for visual Arts $1,500,028

Barclays plC (uSA) Corporate giving program $1,500,000

morgan Stanley Corporate giving program $1,500,000

BNy mellon $1,480,000

william randolph hearst foundation $1,325,000

Novo foundation $1,200,000

deutsche Bank Americas foundation $1,100,000

rudin foundation $1,100,000

pepsiCo foundation $1,056,600

pfizer foundation $1,025,000

American express $1,000,000

CBS Corporation Contributions program $1,000,000

deutsche Bank North America holding Corp. Contributions program $1,000,000

Jefferies group, inc. Corporate giving program $1,000,000

polo ralph lauren foundation $1,000,000

major league Baseball players Trust $1,000,000

michael kors (uSA) Corporate giving program $1,000,000

National football league disaster relief fund $1,000,000

National Basketball players Association foundation $1,000,000

Samuel i. Newhouse foundation $1,000,000

News Corporation Contributions program $1,000,000

New york life insurance Company Contributions program $1,000,000

New york road runners $1,000,000

pvh Corp. Contributions program $1,000,000

ralph and ricky lauren family foundation inc. $1,000,000

hSBC Bank uSA Corporate giving program $1,000,000

Alfred e. Smith memorial foundation $1,000,000

Toyota motor North America, inc. Corporate giving program $1,000,000

viacom, inc. Contributions program $1,000,000

Altman foundation $875,000

Avi ChAi foundation $800,000

New york women’s foundation $800,000

Alfred p. Sloan foundation $785,450

hearst foundations $775,000

marsh & mclennan Companies, inc. Corporate giving program $737,000

united hospital fund $637,158

Time warner Cable inc. Corporate giving program $600,000

Andrew w. mellon foundation $570,000

North Star fund $541,736

American Society for prevention of Cruelty to Animals $525,998

Japanese Chamber of Commerce and industry of New york $500,000

m.A.C. AidS fund $500,000

madison Square garden Company Contributions program $500,000

mitsubishi Corporation and mitsubishi Corporation (Americas) $500,000

National grid foundation $500,000

New york yankees Corporate giving program $500,000

laurie m. Tisch illumination fund $500,000

leon levy foundation $440,000

fJC - A foundation of philanthropic funds $409,536

m & T Bank Corporate giving program $407,657

hagedorn fund $390,000

Tiger foundation $385,000

hearst foundation $350,000

hunter douglas, inc. Contributions program $350,000

AXA foundation $336,639

Credit Suisse Americas foundation $327,789

mizuho uSA foundation $300,000

Jacob and valeria langeloth foundation $300,000

masterCard incorporated Corporate giving program $300,000

New york State health foundation $298,589

Broadway Cares/equity fights AidS $250,000

Carnegie Corporation of New york $250,000

Carson family Charitable Trust $250,000

New york mets foundation $250,000

North Shore-long island Jewish health System Corporate  
giving program $250,000

Surdna foundation $245,000

rockefeller Brothers fund $240,000

mary J. hutchins foundation $235,000

Clark foundation $200,000

deloitte llp Corporate giving program $200,000

NySe euronext Corporate giving program $200,000

New york foundation $180,000

aPPendix a continued

rockefeller philanthropy Advisors $176,000

mertz gilmore foundation $175,000

Tiffany & Co. foundation $175,000

New york landmarks Conservancy $164,000

CA, inc. Corporate giving program $154,718

Starwood hotels & resorts worldwide, inc. Corporate giving program $150,000

Astoria federal Savings and loan Association Corporate  
giving program $125,000

Teagle foundation $125,000

heckscher foundation for Children $114,388

Corning incorporated foundation $110,000

John p. & Anne welsh mcNulty foundation $102,500

Archbishop Takovos leadership 100 endowment fund incorporated $100,000

Barclays Center $100,000

Bristol-myers Squibb foundation $100,000

Canon u.S.A., inc. Corporate giving program $100,000

robert Sterling Clark foundation $100,000

Constellation Brands, inc. Contributions program $100,000

Coty inc. Contributions program $100,000

e*TrAde financial Corporation $100,000

godiva Chocolatier, inc. Contributions program $100,000

Stella and Charles guttman foundation $100,000

kabbalah Centre of New york incorporated $100,000

motion picture players welfare fund $100,000

NBTy $100,000

Brooklyn Nets Corporate giving program $100,000

New york racing Association $100,000

pernod ricard, uSA Corporate giving program $100,000

united States Tennis Association Contributions program $100,000

frank e. Clark Charitable Trust $90,000

lucius N. littauer foundation $85,000

Bethpage federal Credit union inc. Contributions program $75,000

Brookhaven Science Associates $75,000

fifth & pacific foundation $75,000

emily davie and Joseph S. kornfeld foundation $75,000

Charles h. revson foundation $70,000

Bessemer Trust Corporate giving program $67,500

lily Auchincloss foundation $65,000

deutsch family wine & Spirits $60,000

JetBlue Airways Corporation Contributions program $55,000

holland & knight llp $50,944

American Jewish Committee $50,000

Citibank Corporate giving program $50,000

l’oreal uSA, inc. Corporate giving program $50,000

Josiah macy Jr. foundation $50,000

michelangelo Stone evolution Corp. $50,000

milbank memorial fund $50,000

mitsui & Co. (u.S.A.) $50,000

Ambrose monell foundation $50,000

overbrook foundation $50,000

eastern New york youth Soccer Association inc. $46,000

Centerbridge foundation $45,000

Seth Sprague educational and Charitable foundation $45,000

Achelis foundation $40,000

Bodman foundation $40,000

Chef one Corporation $40,000

dramatists guild fund $40,000

maxfield & oberton holdings, llC $38,000

Jean and louis dreyfus foundation $35,000

New york Sports Clubs $34,000

BfC partners $25,000

empire resorts, inc. Contributions program $25,000

hmS holdings Corp. $25,000

markle foundation $25,000

mCr development llC $25,000

moody’s foundation $25,000

Northfield Bank foundation $25,000

raymour & flanigan furniture $25,000

richmond County Savings foundation $25,000

russell Sage foundation $25,000

Suffolk County National Bank $25,000

Tokio marine management $25,000

ira w. deCamp foundation $20,000

Tabbforum $20,000

reader’s digest partners for Sight foundation $15,000

Security mutual life insurance Company of New york $15,000

aptsandlofts.com $10,000

Building & realty institute of westchester and mid-hudson region $10,000

Cloudbreak group $10,000

ellery homestyles, llC $10,000

infor $10,000

leviton manufacturing Co. $10,000

maguire foundation $10,000

paychex, inc. Corporate giving program $10,000

Staten island Board of realtors $10,000

Terra Crg, llC $10,000

Stonewall Community foundation $6,220

Alpern family foundation $5,000

Civil Service employees Association $5,000

main Tire exchange $5,000

Jessie Smith Noyes foundation $5,000

Siftsort.com llC $5,000

TopS friendly markets $5,000

united way of wayne County inc. $5,000

fluent $3,700

empire State Bank $2,000
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aPPendix a continued
north carolIna
Bank of America Charitable foundation $1,335,000

lowe’s Companies, inc. Corporate giving program $1,000,000

glaxoSmithkline Corporate giving program $330,000

electrolux major Appliances, North America Corporate 
giving program $200,000

reynolds American foundation $140,000

Belk, inc. Contributions program $100,000

delta Air lines foundation $100,000

Bank of America Corporation Contributions program $15,000

food lion, llC Corporate giving program $10,000

North Carolina pork Council $10,000

ohIo
Jpmorgan Chase & Co. Corporate giving program $6,364,097

Brees dream foundation $1,000,000

l Brands, inc. Contributions program $1,000,000

Columbus foundation and Affiliated organizations $565,000

BASf foundation uSA $500,000

Nationwide insurance foundation $300,000

marathon petroleum Corporation Contributions program $250,000

forest City enterprises Charitable foundation $100,000

SC ministry foundation $100,000

firstenergy foundation $80,000

Cleveland foundation $63,000

eaton Charitable fund $25,000

westfield insurance Company Contributions program $25,000

Saint luke’s foundation of Cleveland, ohio $20,000

erie Construction mid-west inc. $3,800

Thirty-one gives $3,100

oregon
oregon Community foundation $25,000

Northwest Natural gas Company Contributions program $10,000

onpoint Community Credit union $10,000

PennsylvanIa
giant food Stores, llC Corporate giving program $3,000,000

donald B. and dorothy l. Stabler foundation $900,000

william penn foundation $550,000

pNC foundation $450,000

Alcoa foundation $275,000

ACe Charitable foundation $250,000

rite Aid foundation $215,000

Bayer uSA foundation $175,000

CigNA foundation $110,000

wawa, inc. Corporate giving program $110,000

American eagle outfitters foundation $100,000

erie insurance group Corporate giving program $100,000

hillman family foundations $95,000

Starkist Co. Contributions program $89,000

fmC Corporation Contributions program $75,000

Connelly foundation $50,000

five Below inc. $50,000

penn mutual life insurance Company Contributions program $50,000

d&h distributing Co. $40,000

Air products foundation $25,000

philadelphia insurance Companies Contributions program $25,000

philadelphia foundation $22,000

mclean Contributionship $15,000

National penn Bancshares $10,000

pittsburgh foundation $10,000

Puerto rIco
popular Community Bank Corporate giving program $30,000

rhode Island
rBS Citizens financial group $150,000

hasbro Children’s fund $100,000

CvS Caremark Charitable Trust $100,000

CvS Caremark Corporation Contributions program $50,000

south carolIna
Coastal Community foundation of South Carolina $5,000

tennessee
music rising $250,000

ruby Tuesday Team disaster response fund $80,000

dollar general Corporation Contributions program $50,000

fedex Corporation Contributions program $50,000

Community foundation of greater Chattanooga $27,000

teXas
AT&T inc. Corporate giving program $2,000,000

Boeing Company Charitable Trust $1,000,000

exxon mobil Corporation Contributions program $1,000,000

Bp foundation $500,000

Conocophillips Corporate giving program $500,000

phillips 66 Corporate giving program $500,000

AT&T foundation $475,000

Booth ferris foundation $450,000

Associa Cares inc. $250,000

J. C. penney Company, inc. Corporate giving program $250,000

Scriptel ministries $250,000

moneygram international Corporate giving program $200,000

greehey family foundation $100,000

uSAA foundation $100,000

rugStudio.com $50,000

Susman godfrey l.l.p. $50,000

radioShack Corporation Contributions program $50,000

dell inc. Corporate giving program $40,000

Community foundation of North Texas $35,000

Allied electronics $10,000

dallas foundation $10,000

moreTap inc. $10,000

NuStar foundation $10,000

Texas Credit union foundation $5,000

kuraray America inc. $1,000

utah
uSANA True health foundation $30,000

ATmequipment.com $20,000

vIrgInIa
Capital one financial Corporation Contributions program $1,000,000

dave matthews Band inc. $1,000,000

freddie mac Corporate giving program $1,000,000

volkswagen group of America Corporate giving program $500,000

performance food group Company Contributions program $429,482

Northrop grumman foundation $250,000

Norfolk Southern foundation $150,000

SunTrust foundation $150,000

hilton worldwide Corporate giving program $100,000

National Science foundation $90,000

Carmax foundation $60,000

CSC foundation $50,000

Consumer electronics Association $50,000

huntington ingalls industries $50,000

mAXimuS foundation $40,000

long & foster Companies $25,000

Altria Companies employee Community fund $25,000

American industrial hygiene Association $10,000

gannett foundation $10,000

Source for learning $10,000

WashIngton
Bill & melinda gates foundation $600,000

Starbucks foundation $500,000

Nordstrom, inc. Corporate giving program $200,000

rei Corporate giving program $100,000

Seattle foundation $60,000

paul g. Allen family foundation $30,000

Zetron Americas $4,500

West vIrgInIa
Sisters of St. Joseph Charitable fund $3,000

WIsconsIn
kohl’s Corporation Contributions program $1,000,000

Thrivent financial for lutherans foundation $500,000

Northwestern mutual foundation $500,000

rockwell Automation, inc. Corporate giving program $100,000

Shopko foundation $25,000

global
Samsung group $3,000,000

Canadian pacific railway limited Corporate giving program $1,000,000

Stavros Niarchos foundation $750,000

hyundai motor Company $500,000

oak foundation $500,000

SoftBank Corporation $500,000

mizuho financial group, inc. Corporate giving program $300,000

royal Bank of Canada $250,000

Societe generale group $200,000

victoria foundation $200,000

Bmo financial group Corporate giving program $150,000

felix y. manalo foundation $150,000

China harbour engineering Company ltd. $145,600

Aspen insurance holdings, ltd. $100,000

volvo group $100,000

Te Connectivity ltd. Corporate giving program $72,000

federation internationale de football Association $50,000

h & m hennes & mauritz AB $50,000

Nikon Corporation Contributions program $50,000

QBe foundation $50,000

Tokio marine holdings $50,000

Scotiabank Corporate giving program $33,600

methodist Church in Britain $28,525

macquarie group foundation $21,230

Cuba education Tours $10,000

Source: foundation Center, 2014. includes cash donations and employee matching gifts to organizations; excludes grants to individuals, program-related investments, and 
in-kind gifts. list includes contributions made by donors to other donors included in the analysis.

1 The New york Community Trust website indicates that the foundation has now committed over $4 million for its hurricane Sandy response. information on approximately 
$2.5 million of this total was available at the time this analysis was completed and is reflected in the aggregate totals.

2 The Brooklyn Community foundation website indicates that the foundation has now committed over $3.5 million for the hurricane Sandy response. due to a lack of 
information at the time this analysis was completed, most of this giving is not reflected in the aggregate totals.
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aPPendix B
toP neW Jersey and neW yorK area recIPIents of hurrIcane 
sandy resPonse fundIng
Following are listings of the top New Jersey-based and New York City- and Long Island-based recipients of Hurricane Sandy 
response funding based on commitments reported by the 593 foundation, corporate, and other institutional donors whose giving 
was included in this analysis. These lists provide an illustration of the range of organizations that have been directly engaged in the 
Hurricane Sandy response. 

neW Jersey 

Affordable housing Alliance 

Atlantic City long Term recovery group 

Bergen County long Term recovery Committee 

Better education for kids 

Brick, Township of 

Catholic Charities, diocese of Trenton 

Church of grace and peace 

Community food Bank of New Jersey 

Community loan fund of New Jersey 

Conserve wildlife foundation of New Jersey 

deborah hospital foundation 

foodBank of monmouth and ocean Counties 

habitat for humanity 

healing emergency Aid response Team 911 

homes for All 

hometown heroes 

legal Services of New Jersey 

mental health Association in New Jersey 

New Jersey future 

North Jersey red Cross 

ocean Community economic Action Now 

ocean County long Term recovery group 

rutgers, The State university of New Jersey 

Salvation Army New Jersey divisional headquarters 

Sustainable Jersey 

union Beach disaster relief fund 

united methodist Church greater New Jersey Conference 

united way of Central New Jersey 

united way of monmouth County 

volunteer Center of Bergen County 

 

neW yorK cIty and long Island 

American red Cross in greater New york 

Bailey house 

Children’s health fund 

City harvest 

Community development Corporation of long island 

empire State relief fund 

food Bank for New york City 

friends of rockaway 

health and welfare Council of long island 

Jewish Community Council of greater Coney island 

Jewish federations of North America 

Joseph p.  Addabbo family health Center 

legal Services NyC 

local initiatives Support Corporation 

long island housing partnership 

make the road New york 

margert Community Corporation 

mayor’s fund to Advance New york City 

metropolitan Council on Jewish poverty 

New york Botanical garden 

New york foundation for the Arts 

New york legal Assistance group 

New yorkers for Children 

project hospitality 

Queens library foundation 

Single Stop uSA 

Stephen Siller let us do good Children’s foundation 

uJA-federation of New york 

united way of long island 

united way of New york City 

Source: foundation Center, 2014.
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ABOUT THE CENTER FOR DISASTER PHILANTHROPY
CDP’s mission is to transform disaster giving by providing timely and thoughtful strategies 
to increase donors’ impact during domestic and international disasters. With an emphasis 
on recovery and disaster risk reduction, CDP aims to: increase the effectiveness of 
contributions given to disasters; bring greater attention to the life cycle of disasters, from 
preparedness and planning, to relief, to rebuilding and recovery efforts; provide timely 
and relevant advice from experts with deep knowledge of disaster philanthropy; conduct 
due diligence so donors can give with confidence; and create plans for informed giving for 
individuals, corporations and foundations.

ABOUT COUNCIL OF NEW JERSEY GRANTMAKERS
The Council of New Jersey Grantmakers exists to strengthen and promote effective 
philanthropy throughout New Jersey. We are the center for philanthropy in New Jersey, 
serving the leading independent, corporate, family and community foundations as well as 
public grantmakers of our state. We support our members by strengthening their capacity 
to address New Jersey and society’s most difficult problems. We also access the 
resources of the philanthropic community—funding, expertise, leverage—to provide 
leadership on statewide issues.

ABOUT FOUNDATION CENTER
Established in 1956, Foundation Center is the leading source of information about 
philanthropy worldwide. Through data, analysis, and training, it connects people who want 
to change the world to the resources they need to succeed. Foundation Center maintains 
the most comprehensive database on U.S. and, increasingly, global grantmakers and their 
grants—a robust, accessible knowledge bank for the sector. It also operates research, 
education, and training programs designed to advance knowledge of philanthropy at every 
level. Thousands of people visit Foundation Center's website each day and are served in 
its five library/learning centers and at more than 470 Funding Information Network 
locations nationwide and around the world.

ABOUT PHILANTHROPY NEW YORK
Since 1979, Philanthropy New York has worked to enhance the ability of philanthropic 
organizations and individual donors in the New York region to serve the public good. Our 
membership comprises 285 grantmaking organizations—the world’s leading private, 
corporate, family and public foundations. Collectively, they provide $7 billion in annual 
support to thousands of nonprofits and NGOs located in New York, the U.S. and around 
the world. Philanthropy New York: supports meaningful collaboration and 
knowledge-sharing for funders and their grantees; promotes effective, strategic 
philanthropy; provides programs, services and resources; advances public policies that 
support effective philanthropy and efficient nonprofits; communicates the value of 
philanthropy and the philanthropic sector; and develops philanthropic leaders to ensure a 
diverse and capable future.


